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THE LEDGER & T
New Series No. 323

COMMIITEE NAMED
TO AUDIT BOOKS
OF 1ALE, PHILLIPS

Correspondents and local advertisers who get copy in Monday:
T. 0. Turner
Carl B. Kingins
Judge Phillips Allowed $30 Hazel Route 3
Rev. E. B. Motley
Per Month for Clerical
Rev. J. C. Barr
Help; Barnett Absent
"Eagle"
- Capitol Theatre
—SURVfY ORDERED OF
Lynn Grove High
EAST SIDE ROAD Coldwater News
Russell's Chapel
Fame) High
A committee composed of County Attorney R. H. Hood, Sheriff
Carl, Kingins, and Deputy County
CoUrt Oterk E. G. Neale was
named at the meeting of the Calloway county fiscal court Tuesday
to audit the criminal court books
of former Judge C. A. Hale and
Judge E. P. Phillips to determine
whether fees and costs are due toe Burial at Sinking Springs; Leaves
Husband and Seven Children. county.
13 Grandchildren.
A motion by Squire Potts was

GHT

MRS. J. R. JACKSON
RITES WEDNESDAY

passed to allow Judge E. P. Phillips $30 per month for clerical
help. All magistrates with the
exception of B. C. Swann voted
for the motion. Squire Lee Hargett was absent from Tuesday's
session due to illness. This same
motion was entered to grant County Attorney R. K Hood an identical sum for clerical help. The motion was voted down and Attorney
Hood opposed the motion.
The court ordered a survey of
,the road from Concord North to
The account of
Morris' Store.
$150 to Joe Weeks and Gladys
Swann was not allowed on account
of unfinished business regarding
same. The account was for the
auditing ,of the books of .C. W.
Drinkard for the year of 1933.
R. H. Hood and E. G. Neale were
named as a committee to buy
a filing cabinet for the -Circuit
Court Cleric's office. E. G. Neale
was also named to serve on the
statutatory budget committee and
the county adopted the county
budget system as prescribed by
law.
Other minor committees were
named and other business of the
court including the allowing of
Four
claims was attended to.
were exempted_ from the paying
of poll tax: C. C. Jsehnson, Aaron
Allen, Zack Elkins, and Ed Eldridge.

Funetal services for Mrs. J. R.
Jackson, 64 years of age, were held
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the Sinking Springs church.
The Rev. R. F. Gregory was in
charge of the services and burial
was in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson died at the home
one and a half miles Northeast of
Murray Tuesday following an illness of about 12 months. Her
death was attributed to Bright's
disease.
Mrs. Jackson is survived by her
husband J. R. Jackson and six
sons, W. M. Jackson. Henderson,
Texas, Toy and 0. W. Jackson.
East St. Louis, J. G. Jackson, Philadetseria, and Leon and Paul Jackson. Murray., She leaves a daughter Mrs. Will Darnell and thirteen
grandchildren. Two sisters. ..Mrs.
E. D. Stephens and Mrs. Mary
Luten end a brother Frank ,Beaman also.survive.
Mrs. Jackson was a member of
the
Sinking
Springs
Baptist
church.

School Children Need
Clothes, Shoes Badly

Many aclItiel children of Calloway county are badly in need of
'belies, sweaters, trousers and
shoes according to the truant officer, Miss Ole Mae Farmer This
need was met to some extent the
first of the year but the needs are
again growing and the public is
solicited for any wearable garment...for both young children and
older children.
The clothes are being gathered
Mrs. E. C. Overbey Is Laid to Rest
and handled by the Red Cross
at Barnett's Chapel; Elder
Chapter and those who have ClothFred Charm in Charge.
ing may bring them to the headFuneral services fq,r Mrs. Fan- quarters in the basement of the
nie Overbey. 58 years of age, were postoffice or notify Mrs. B. Meluheld Tuesday morning al 11 o'clock gin by postal or telephone and she
from the Burnett's Chapel Church, will call for them.

BELOVED MATRON
RITES TUESDAY

Graves county. Elder Fred Churn,
Paris, was in charge of—tbe services and burial was in the church
cemetery.
Mrs. Overbey died at the home
near Providence Sunday following
Dr. -John W Carr, president of
an extended illness. She had been Murray State College. is one of
Ill for several weeks and had the principal speakers billed for
borne her suffering bravely. She the meeting of the college presiwas beloved by many and leaves dents in Kentucky at the Universnumerous friends throughout the ity of Kentucky next Saturday.
county. She was a devout memDr. Carr will make the first adber of the Church of Christ.
s:tress of _ the aftereicesn session on
Surviisint-iire -het husband ---E: "Administration of Student Aid."
C. Overbey and a son Curtis Over- Dr. Carr was selected for this
bey and a daughter Mrs. Freeman subject
because Murray
State
Wilford. all well • known in Mur- College has made - an exemplary
ray and the county. She also record in its handling of student
leaves several grandchildren.
aid

Dr. Carr To Address
State College Heads

Tigers Will Meet
Mayfield, L. Grove
Coach Ty Holland's Murray High
school Tigers have two games on
schedule for the week-end. The
•Hollandmen are improving and
have spent the last few days in
polishing off rough spots in their
floor game and gaining an imThe team has
proved offense.
presented an unusually strorg delepse method this season.
Friday night, the, Tigers go over
sto Mayfield - te meet an improved
Cardinal outfit. The Graves countians are reported as having a very
much better aggregation than in
past seasons.
For the Saturday night clash
the Lynn Grove Wildcats will be
guests on the Murray floor. The
Jeffreyrnen are young and lacking in experience, but the Wildcats
futile &insistently betri a Jinx for
age-old
--the - Mutteseineen.
rivalry .will put the added pep
to make it a fight to the finish.
As kin eye-opener. for the latter
game it is reported that Camp
Murray will meet the C. C. C.camp of Clinton, Ky.. at 7 o'clock.
Thirteen Harlan county 4..-H club
directions
members: ('allowing
given by the county agent, grew
805 bushels iff-eorn on 13 acres.
Approximately five carloads of
oil coke were used to cure tobacco in Franklin county in 1934.

Southwest Road
CITY TO STOP
Survey Ordered MURRAY GRID TEAM Aurora Dam Petitions
HAS EIGHTH GAMES May Be Presented to
SUNDAY MOVIES
LISTED FOR 1935
BY ORDINANCE

WEED AVERAGES
ABOVE 1ST WEEK
OF LAST SEASON

Is Presented by Councilman
Clopton at Friday Night
Meeting

AWAIT rIEW tOlIlfer
HEARING ON SEWERS
The-eity of Murray will place a
ban- on Sunday shows if the ordinance is adopted at the next
meeting of the eity council. City
was inAttorney
John Ryan
structed at a meeting of the council last Friday night to draw up
an ordinance prohibiting Sunday
movies.
by
The move was presented
Councilman John Clopton who
stated that the matter had been
brought to his attention repeatedly by various organizations and
individuals. s
A discussion of the Murray sewerage question Was taken up and
the Bowling Green decision was
discussed but will have no bearing on the status of the conditions
here. A similar case is being prepared in Russellville and a hearing from the supreme court is expected in two weeks. The question which the decision will settle is whether or not a city can
force individuals to connect with
a city awned sewerage system.

Legionnaires Hear
Spirited Debate
on Paying Bonus
The comparatively small number of Legionnaires and ex-service
men who braved the cold to attend the regular monthly meeting
of Murray Post No. 73 last Thursday night were highly entertained
by an unexpected and informal
debate on the bonne payment,
which was marked by a spirited
address on the part of County Attorney R. H. Hood, immediate
past commander' of the post.
The post had been discussing
the various points in the Legion's
program
s welfare, universal serv
o j
event of war,
elimination of war profits, Americanism and education when Major
John C. Bennett, Louisville, a,
visitor, was presented.
Major Bennett. stated that he
was opposed to the payment of the
bonus and gave reasons for his
position. Mr. Hood then presented
an able and forcible argument as
to why the adjusted compensation
certificates should be paid now.
R. M. Bagentose, of the Murray
C. C. C. camp, who served during the war sbotb .as an enlisted
man and
commissioned officer,
spoke in favor of the bonus payment. Mr. /3agentose said that he
formerly opposed paying the bonus.
Following the meeting, ham
sandwiches and coffee were served.
Three new members were announced, bringing the 1935 total
to 140. The three new ones are
W. L. Farmer, 'freman Cohoon and
Rexford Cannon.
The annual first district conference,of the Legion will be held
in Murray the :latter part of February or the _first Of. hisaett.- •
-

Unemployed Veterans
Are Asked to Register

There will be new classes in
bookkeeping and typewriting beginning Monday. January 14, at
the Murray High school building.
These oourses are offered free
of charge to people over 16 years
of age who are not in graded or
high school.
All persons interested in taking
these courses should see John W.
Overbey before or by Monday.
January le, and register the classes.

Know a Local Item?
We Want It -

Alma Independents
Trounce Vancleave

If you have a local item or
know of one we would like to
have it for our readers. If you
enjoy the locals and appreciate
knowing what others are doing,
remember that they are last as
interested in the items you
know.
We are glad to have you mail
or drop in the office a written
item, phone it to 55 or 338 or
just tell us about it when you
see us on the street or in the
office.
Our _readers _have been very
thoughtful of us in the past in
helping us gather the news. We
want to tell you how much we
appreciate it, how necessary if
is and to urge you to continue
in even greater volume.
Thank you.

$2.nn
$2•

Volume CIII; No. 2

All unemployed World War veterans of Calloway county are
asked to register as !soon as convenient in the office of Claude
Anderson. tax commissioner of
Calloway county. Mr. Andersofi.
a war veteran himself, has agreed
to register all veterans without
charge.
No employment is promised the
unemployed veterans. The registration is sponsored by Murray
Post No. 7
.3 ,
s the, American
Leg'ion which - will make an effort
to obtain suitable employment for
all veterans now out of work.

New Courses Are Open in •
Emergency Education Prog.

wi
he State of Kentucky.
$1
'
5° ta
a year to any address
other than above

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY MR=

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,S64, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

HONOR ROLL
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The Almo Independent netters
led by R. Calhoun, defeated Vancleave Friday night M the Almo
gym. The outcome of the game
was never in doubt as Almo was
in the lead all of the way.
Next Saurday night the Almo
cagers will journey to Hazel to
meet the strong Hazel Independent
aggregation.
ATTENDING NEBRASKA
Dorothy Dee Williams. and Mary
Annabel Williams of Murray are
attending the University of Nebraska this year. Dorothy is a
freshman in the college of arts and
sciences, and a member of Alpha
Chi Omega' social sorority. Mary
is a eenier in the college of agriculture ,and she, too, belongs to
Alpha
.Chi. Omega sorority.

The State Highway Commission
has ordered an immediate survey
of the road running Southwest
from the vicinity of the Murray
College campus to the MayfieldParis highway in the vicinity Of
Story's Chapel.
This will give thg southwest part
of Calloway copvvlitss first state
-

MRS. C. B. FULTON
TAKEN BY DEATH
Beloved WUe of Leading Murray
Citizen Dies of Pneumonia;
Many Survive.
Death, which has struck harshly
along West Main street during the
past year and removed some of
the city's most prominent and influential men and women, again
struck cruelly Tuesday and took
another beloved Murray Matrqn,
Mrs. C. B. Fulton. wife of one Of
the county's leading citizens, former banker, sheriff, and state representative, died at the hospital
at 5:06 a. m. Tuesday following a
Several weeks illness of pneumonia. She was 72 years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton 'had been
married 49 years and had resided
in Murray for the past 28 yeary
Hers was the first death In ttik
immediate family.
Mrs. Fulton
was a true wife and mother, attending faithfully to her home
duties and administering to her
neighbors
and
friends.
Many
friends join the family in mourning her death.
Besides her husband, she is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Houston, and Mrs. Arthur
Farmer; three sons, W. L.. Of
Owensboro, C. L.. of Memphis,
Tenn.. and H. M. Fulton, Murray.
She also leaves a sister, Mrs. Alice
Alexander, Benton, and two brothers, Wash Boyd, of Penny and
Mack Boyd, of Kirksey, and 15
grandchildren.
Funeral services, attended by a
large crowd, were conducted from
the Murray Methodist church at
two o'clock Wednesday afternoon.
Burial was in the city cemetery,
The pallbearers
were, active,
Joe Ryan, Wade Crawford, V. H.
Clark, Carl B. Kingins,' Foreman
H. Graham, and J. T. Hughes;
honorary, W. H. Finney, C. H.
Bradley, V. C. .Stubblefield, Chas.
Currier, G. D. Johnson, Jesse Wallis, C. H. Moore, J. J. Moore, W.
J. Caplinger, W. S. Swann, M. T.
Morris and T. H. Stokes.

Hood Director of
Murray Consumers
Through, an unintentional oversight the name of Atty. R. H. Hood,
was omitted from the list of directors of the Murray Consumers
Coal SC Ice Co. Mr. Hood, who
has been a director for the past
several years and President of the
concern for some time, was reelected at the regular meeting last
week.
The ,Ledger & Times deeply regrets this error and apologizes to
both
Mr. Hood and the Murray Consumers Co..

Coach ,Stewart Hopes to
Book Two More Clashes
for Thoroughbreds
HOWARD, KIRKSVILLE
BOOKED FOR VARSITY
Coach Roy Stewart has released
his 1935 varsity football schedule
for Murray State College. Eight
games have been listed and two
more are -wanted, the Murray
mentor announced.
Howard University of Birmingham, Ala., which held the Alabama Crimson Tide to a 20-0 victory during the 1934 grid campaign, will be Murray's homeeomeing foe on October 26. A game,
which is still pending, will probably be played with the Kirksville
State Teachers College, Kirksville,
Mo. This team has not met a defeat in 27 starts.
Spring Hill, which plays such
teams as Georgia, Loyola, and Centenary, h
.
es also been carded. Stetson University will be played at
Deland. Fla. The Madhatters held
the University of Florida to a tWotouchdown victory during the past
season after being trounced by
Murray
State
here.
Western
State Teachers College, Murray's
greatest athletic rival, will be
played at Bowling Green. Other
outstanding teams listed on the
'Bred
schedule are:
Tennessee
Tech, Millsaps, and Middle Tennessee.
Two dates have been left open
and will probably be filled soon.
Following is the complete schedule:
Sept. 20—Game Wanted)
Sept. 2'7—Kirksville State Teachers (Pending).
Oct. 5—Spring pill. here.
Oct. 12—(Game Wanted).
Oct.
19—Tennessee
Tech
at
Cookeville, Tenn.
Oct
26—Howard •University,
here (HOMECOMING).
Nov. 2—Middle Tennessee, here.
Nov. 9—Western State Teachers
College at Bowling Greeet rsy.
Nov. 18—Millsaps, here,
Nov. 23—Stetson University at
Deland, Fla.
-

Lewis Calhoun Is
Arrested Sunday
Lewis Calhoun was arrested Sunday ,bn a charge of taking the
automobile of Tom Morris on Sunday night, December 16. Calhoun
was also wanted on - a charge of
robbery and officers were looking
for him the night he took the
automobile on this charge. The
machine was later found near
Newberg with the wiring burned
off and otherwise damaged.
On the robbery count, Calhoun
is alleged to have taken $14.50 off
the person of Roy Knight early in
December.
Knight,
who lives
near the Tennessee River. had
given Calhoun $1 to take him
home but claimed that Calhoun
took him about three miles East
and put him out after robbing
him.

Chamber of Commerce Appeals to
Calloway To Sign for the Dam
The Murray Chamber of Commerce today issued an appeal to
all persons over 16 years of age
in Calloway county to sign the
petition asking for the immediate
construction of the Aurora Dam.
While expressing appreciation to
those who have signed. the Chamber of Commerce stated that there
were neveral thousands in the city
and county who thus far have not
signed.
"President
Roosevelt
in
his
budget for the coming year listed
an appropriation of $300,000,000
for public works, including the
Tennessee
Valley
Construction
program", an official of the Chamber of Commerce stated_ today.
"We believe that if the citizens
will unanimously sign the Aurora
Dam petition which will be sent
later Ito Washington,' the T. V. A..
will authorize - the early construction of the Aurora Dam".
Every school
district in the
county has xeceived a petition for
circulation, and the citizens of
each community are asked to sigq
these at once. • Several business
houses in Murray have the petitions available to all who wish to
sign, the C. of C. secretary remarked. If others are desired,
they may be secured at the Chamber of Commerce office in the Gatlin building across from the Bank
of Murray.
Women, as well as men, may
sign the petitioner it was announced. The local clubs are
urged to assist in closing the drive
for signers. It has been proposed
•

that the entire city be divided into
blocks and each division canvassed
by persons assigned to carry the
petitions. The Aurora Dam Club
and the Chamber of Commerce are
asking for volunteers to carry the
petition to every Citizen in the
county.
The sheriffs office has obtained
more signers than any other office
in the county, with the possible
exception of the county superintendent, who has sent out petitions to all the school districts,
but who to date has not received
all the names. Among the run-ners-up for the most names is
W. T. Sledd & Co. who have reported approximately 200 names
signed.
The sheriff's office has
reported about 500 signers.
Several students of the college
have brought in many names. including June Martin of Hardin
with aboqt 250 names and Edward Freeman with about 200
signers.
Practically the enttre
student body of the college has
signed. (
President Roosevelt has indicated
that he Intends to ge his public
works program under
way by
April, and Officials here are hopeful that the preliminary work on
the Aurora Dam may be started
at`'that time. The problem of relief will be solved if this project is authorized; thousands will
receive work: new industries will
be located in this vicinity; markets will be opened for farizi.. products mind rrierekaraarle,
'Mama
will be increased; the New Deal
will be a reality.

Roosevelt Next Month

Climaxing a year's effort'in proriftiling the early colisfructIon of
the Aurora Dam, W. S. Swann,
cheirinan of the board of directors
of the LoseVer Tennessee Valley
Association and president of the
of Commerce
Murray Chamber
and the Calloway Aurora Dam
Club. called a meeting of the local
organizations here Monday mornMg, January 7, at which time it
was voted to put -on an intensive
drive to secure the .25,000 names
for the "Aurora Dam petition"
within the next two weeks.
Every -person over 16 years of
age in- Calloway County Is urged
to sign.
According to present plans, a
delegation from West Kentucky
and Tennessee will carry the petition with the signatures to President Roosevelt and Congress early
next month. Officials here have
renewed hope that the Aurora
Dam may be started before long,
especially in view of recent statements from President Roosevelt
to the effect that he intends to
promote
"rural
electrification",
dam-building, power trans_miesien,
and other public projects with
funds formerly used for federal
relief.
Congressman Gregory. who has
devoted considerable time ahd
money in the interest, of the
Aurora 'Dam. is in Washington
representing this district in Congress. He has promised to make
arrangements with officials in
Washington for receiving the delegation with the Petition.
M. 0. Wrather,,and L. J. Hortin
were appointed at Murray
by
President Swann to prepare a plan
for the circulation of the petition
during-the 'next few weeks. Mr.
Wrather has mailed petitions to
all the school districts of Calloway
County and he urges the teachers
and pupils to secure all the signers

Gioweris WarnedAgainst Excess
Tobacco Selling
The state compliance officer for
adjustment programs, 0. M. Farrington, located at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington, has issued another warning regarding farmers selling tobacco in excess of that, permitted
by their contracts.
"Some truckers or dealers telt
farmers that this is all right because it will never appear on the
allotment cards," says Farrington's
statement. "Contract signers are
warned that this) is in violation of
their contracts and subject to penalty: that on their marketing cards
they must certify to the pounds
listed, thereon as being all the tobacco of. the 1934 crop sold or to
be sold from their farms; that
any left-over tobacco other than
for use on the farm has been rendered unmerchantable."
The statement also says that-illegal use of allotment cards wi
not be tolerateds "If a contract
signer uses his card or permits
his allotment card to be used by
others for the purpose of selling
tobacco not produced on his farm,
he has violated his contract. Contract signers should realize that
the allotment card gives them
the privilege of tax exemption and
that it is a privilege not to be
misused."

Two Arrested For
Stealing Weed
Rex Mason and T. C. Miller were
arrested last Thursday by Sheriff
Carl Kingins on a charge of stealing tobacco fronisthe Lonnie Jones
barn, five Miles Forth of Murray.
About .200 paunds was thought to
have been taken.--In a search of
the home of Mitte'r some of the
weed was found while some had
been made into twists for selling
officers stated.
They intended
going back later and get a load
and sell it in Hopkinsvilles Masontold officers.

James Miller Will
Debate vs.. Carbondale
Murray State College's forensic
team will meet the debaters of
Southern Illinois Normal 'lJniversity, of Carbondale, here on Saturday, February 2. James.,..Miller,
Hazel, Ky., and Virgil Mitchell of
PaducaThave been'thosen to represent Murray, by Debate Coach
L. J. Hortin.
Oph.old
The lidossap .teani.
the . ?tIte' ot- the 44l'eattekttresolved: "Vie nations should agree
to prohibit'the international ship-

Season's Average to Date IS
- $8.82 While Last Season
Mark Was $5.96

possible, It Is pointed out -that
women, as well as men, may sign
ASK FOR THE
the petitions.
PETITION AND SIGN IT AT
STORES IN MURRAY OR FROM
ANY SCHOOL TEACHER IN THE
COUNTY.
The local organizations hope that
a similar plan may be worked out
in each of the counties of West
West Tennessee.
Kentucky and
Encouraging reports are coming in
from various counties, but officials
here are hopeful that many more
names may be secured before
February.

YESTERDAY'S SALES
WERE BETTER AT $8.90

RACEHORSES PLAY
WESTERN JAN. 12
Crucial Teat at Bowling Green;
Cutchin's Men Have Won
Three in a Row.
With S. I. A. A. victories over
Union, West Tennessee_ and Howbelts,
ard
College under- their
Coach Carlisle Cutchin's Murray
Thoroughbreds, will invade Bowling Green Saturday night for the
first crucial test-a game with the
Hilltoppers.
The Hilltoppers. are feared 'again
this season. Coach Bancroft of
Howard. whose team played in
Bowling Green the- night before
playing, here and was defeats.d
36 to 17, reported to Cutchinsthel
the 'Toppers were better than last
year When they won the S. L A. A
championship.
Murray trimmed Howard 45 to
34 in a tense struggle here Tuesday night. Last Saturday night,
the 'Breds won an easy victory
over West
Tennessee
and the
previous night had no trouble 'in
trimming their old foes. the Union
bulldogs.
Cutchin has prospects for a.
better team '1r
but year
as the addition of the sophomore
stars Graham. Magruder, Howie
and Carroll have more than offset graduation 'aloes.
Howie,
from whom much is expected, has
been ill and not yet able to perform a great- deal.
Several rooters will accompany
the team to Bowling Green.

Mrs: Alpha Shoemaker
Funeral Held Tuesday

Murray's tobacco sales average
for the season thus far, though
characterized by some as low, is
many times better than the average of last year as the seasons'
average to date is $8.82 while the
first week of last year was only
Much interest has been
$5.96.
shown in tobacco prices this year
and floors have been watched daily
for reports.
The market was up a little yesterday (Wednesday) as sales on all
floors showed a little better average 'and' The' average is expected
to rise as the season gels uncle?'
way and better tobacco is placed
on the floor.
Wednesday's sales were: 32,70*,
pounds have been sold for $2,9l0.-.00, an average of $8.90. By fl
A. G. Outland Co.. 1,912 po
for $120.11, an average of
Murray Looses"Leaf Floor, 0,
pounds for $814.45, an average oa
$9.58; Growers. 19,290 pounds toe
$1,675.44, an average of $8.69.
Seasons' sales to date are: 184,502 pounds for $16,275.76, an average of $8.82.
Tuesdays' sales totaled 37,551 .
pounds.for $2.895.71. an average of
$7.71.
PADUCAH SALES
Buyers took 23,947 pounds atthe Planters warehouse, 1008 Kentucky avenue, where receipts totaled $2,196.40. The average per
hundred pounds was $8.85.
The C. 0. Brown warehouse, ac:cording to Emmett Quick, manager. sold
15 500 pounds and
brought estimated receipts of $1,418.80. The average was placed at $9.56 per hundred poutids.
HoPkinaville Sales
klOPKINSVILLE. KY-. Jan. 8—
There was slight improvement on
both burley and dark fired markets
today. Seven dark sales totaled
74,132 pounds at $9.15 average.
Four burley sales totaled 114.766
pounds at $14.51 average.
Mayfield Sales
MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan. 8—Toteice
co on the four Oates floors today
rose to an average of $8.97. 4
total of 51,598 pounds was sold fog-.
a total sum of $4,632.67.

Funeral lervices for Mrs Alpha
Shoemaker. 63 years of age, Dexter. were held Tuesday afternoon
at 1:30 o'clock with burial in Union
Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Shoemaker died
at her
home in North Dexter Monday
following a long illness.
Change in Meeting Place AnSurviving are her huseand, R. F.
nounced to Accommodate the
Shoemaker, a ,daughter, Mrs. Ruby
Many Visitors; 7:30 Tonight.
Cope and two grandsons, Joe Edd
Cope and Robe(t Owens Cope.
The Calloway County Medical
Mrs. Shoemaker was an ideal Society is to inaugurate a new
neighbor and ,hacl a host of friends. year of successful endeavour at its
first Meeting January 10 (-tonight) 1
by viewing moving pictures pre- issi
Lad, 7, Accidentally
4Shoots Self Wednesday pared by the Eastman Kodak Co. '
under the direction of the AmeriClyde Allen Rowland, age 7, son can College of Surgeons.
of Mr .and Mrs. Ruben Rowland.
Two reels will aepict all comwho live on Route 2, Almo, met mon cardiac
irregularities, and
with a serious accident Wednesday two will be shown on acute apevening when he fired a pistol pendicitis.
with the muzzle pressed against
Because of the highly interesting
his stomach. Although the parent; and instructive nature of the meetof Clyde refused to let him have ing, the doctors of the society are
a toy pistol for Christmas, the boy inviting all those interested to
succeeded in trading with a school attend. Pre-medical students from
mate for an old pistol. It seems the college and nurses are especialanother boy had what was sup- ly invited.
posed to be a blank cartridge
Instead of the usual meeting
Clyde in trying ,to get the hammer place in the directors room of the
of the gun back pressed the muz- Peoples Savings Bank, the meeting
zle against his stomach. His fing- will be held in the chapel room
er slipped off the hammer and at Murray State College to accomthe gun fired.
modate the large number expected.
•
The unfortunate lad was rushed It will besin promptly at 7:30 R
to the Mason Hospital where it M.
was found the 'bullet had gone
through the boys stomach and
liver. An operation was performed
to repair the damage, but tittle
Clyde is in a serious condition.
Luther Robertson was elected
president of the Murray City.
Board of Education allra meeting
laet Tnursday. W. J. Caplinger,
superintendent' of city scheols, was.
The Murray fire department has elected secretary to the board. Dr.
iiveraged a *6- loss on each run for 0. B. Irvan has served efficiently
the past year Chief- Hughes MONK afar eatleattdefty ali 'etweretzt, NI"
The department answered many the past several years but the new
runs last year and the total' loss school code, which recently went
was $3100 while the insurance into effect, requires that the seccompanies paid some $2600 on retary be a non-rnerriber of the
these losses. The average for calls board. Mr. Caplinger volunteered
within the city limits hoe/ever hes to perform the secretary's duties
aVeraged only $5 each.
without pay.
This loss is extremely low and
J. W. Outland, who was elected /
no doubt speaks well for the Mur- a member of the board Ian Noray fire department which has also vember was inducted. into office.i
n,
seved_rne.ch . property in College Mr_ Outland succeeds J. D. Sex•
s
- ... ton who retires. ata-r-.1.2147,14.:,
Msaion as. welt,as tn Murray.
of service. likr. Sexton made O. :
It Pays to.
11eud the'(latisifieds short address.
..

Robertson Heads
' City School Board

Fire Runs Cost $5
Each Chief Says

•••
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MEDICAL GROUP TO
MEET AT COLLEGE
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CAMP! MURRAY
CHATTERS
By W. AL Martin. Jr.

scored four points for Henderson.
The final score was 19-11 in favor
Referee: Woodall,
of Murray.
IKUrraY State College.
The next game for Camp Murray is with Clinton. It will be
played the evening of January. 12
when the Murray High School
meet Lynn Grove High schooL
Local reserve officers opened a
series of troop sChool meetings
Tuesday evening at Camp Murray, The school was conducted
by Lieut. Joe T. Lovett, Infantry,
whose subject was "Solution of
Map Problems".
Other officers
preterit were Captains. Skaggs and
Martin, 1st. Lieutenanti *Smith,
Shipley, Ordway, McClure 'and
Blemker and Mr. Bowden. Lieut
Clidart, field artillery instructor
of Kentucky will conduct the next
school January 21.
Lieut. end Mrs. Russell M. Blemker and ‘Aeut, and Mrs. John B.
McClure entertained Capt. and
Nem - T.'--Pletcher.''Paducah.
and Lieut. and Mrs. R. E. Smith
with a quail thttner and bridge
party at the home of the Blurtkers last week-end.

New Ford V-8 De Luxe Tudor Sedan Shown

District Chaplain Lieut Clarence
Q. Jones was on an official visit
at Camp Murray last week arranging religious services for the
month. Dr. J. E. Skinner of the
First Baptist Church conducted the
first service. Although the strength
of the company is almost half the
minuet attendance was good. Dr.
IrIbiotley is scheduled for the
13th, Dr. J C. Barr the 20th and
Dr. 0. A. Marrs for the 27th.
Rduratiortal Adviser Williamson
of the Henderson CCC camp and
the Henderson basketball team
were guests- of the camp Saturday.
The second match between these
two teams was played Saturday
evening at the Murray High school
gyni;-- It was 'Imyboefrs -weeUntil...well up in the fourth quarter when the Murrayites opened
up with a good margin on the
West Virginians. At the first
quarter the score was 5-2 in favor
of Henderson.
With extremely
close guarding the score Was kept
low and 'close until Captain DowThe
Christmas
holidays
are DHOTO shows the new Ford V-8
ney's men started an offensive ralde luxe Tudor sedan for 1935,
ly. Sandefur led scoring with 8 about over. No deaths or acciwhich has just been announced. The
points. Downey and Wright, who dents to report from this neighborhood and very little sickneess.
body lines are distinctively modern
replaced Johnson in the second
Mrs. E. C. Overby is able to. and a departure from oration's Fool
quarter. scored four points each.
-sit UP —Some after being coefined
Adkins
who replaced
Griffith;
to her bed for the past month With
a serious "heart attadk.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
.Joe Robertson had a smothering loads of hogs off of Curtis' farm.
Almost everyone was at work
stroke Tuesday but was some betChiropractor
ter' yesterday. Mr. Robertson is yesterday. putting down - ice:same
Office at Home, 609 Weft Main not getting
and those that had it down were
along well -it alL
the farmers
Maybe
Memdaes. Wednesday s, Fridays
—1
.
-rank Stegner had to have one stripping.
in Afternoon
of his fingers amputated last week will get hold of a little money.
every efcaused from
getting' his
hand Roosevelt has put forth
I p. m. to 6 p.
fort to help us to have better
mashed up last fall.
Mrs. Carl Farris hasn't been' well times and I -for one believe he is
going to succeed. Three cheers
(or the past week.
Mrs. Freeman Wilford left for for Roosevele.--"Bim Bain"
her home in .Akron. Ohio Friday.
December 21. to be with her family through the Christmas- holidays aftet spendinil three' weeks
Here we are back after enjoyat the bedside of her'Mother. Mrs.
ing ar happy Christmas.
E. C. Overby near Providence who
Mr and Mrs. Jimmie, Turner are
has been very low but was some
better when Mrs. Wilford left for the proud parents of a baby girl.
The little Miss has been named
her Rome.
Lots of moving going on around Loretta Fay.
here. That means some new neighMr. and Mrs J. T. Cooper are
bors to borrow from.
also the proud parents of a baby
Its turning cold again. I guess
that means that old 'Eagle" will
have on his ear muffs. Oh, Boy!
'Yesterday looked a lot like Curtis Overby was trying to whip
Old Man Depression as I saw
Shroat's
pass here with two

Well here we are starting on a
new year. How fast time -does
get
fly. -It seems the dicier
the faster time flys. But I hope
everyone can look back and say
last year was a year well spent.
Measles are raging again around
here. Thought most everyone had
them last spring but it seems there
were some left.
Master James Harlan Adams,
little son of Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
Adams is ill of measles also Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Sanders' children.
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner
are the proud parents of a little
daughter born December 27. She
has been named Doretta Fay. Both
mother and baby are doing fine.
Don't forget preaching at the
M. E. church next Sunday moring at eleven o'clock and at the
Church of Christ at 2:30 Sunday
- 4
Afternoon. Several boys left from here last
Thursday for Detroit,
Miss Willie-Mae Pullen. Miss
Verde Slaughter and Miss Carl6ne
Pullen spent last week end with

AUTO ODDITIES
01934—Cull littfinitti Compiii4

-171-1\

INVENrolt
OF The
ELECTRIC soOFR
IN 1899
CLYDE J. Wee
ST
flEaltiC jittifj

ro-HEft

Or
PamPARDIZATioN
JONN ltd.4.4*
VICE PRESIDEtor
ie
mOri,R C.O. WAS rNE
teigpr eNEPINEEIZ
IWILO /00
IOEKTICAL CAC3

mircffect•ttrWiS

Murray Route 5

•

Salem News

MOTOR BLOCKS

Light Machine Work
of All Kinds

TURNER'S GARAGE
Coldwater, Ky.
.Egf. -Dit;Ecc.:.i>31§

standard The cars feature many
engineering improvements providing greater riding comfort and increased ease of control. The engine
has been moved forward. Passengers
_
.

girl. She has been named Jacqueline.
Miss Alline Stonethas been visiting her cousin, Ruby Stone, of
Murray.
Several have been moving in
this neighborhood.
Mr. Jewell
Sheridan moved Saturday over
near Coldwater. Mr. Cary Richie
moved Tuesday and,Edd Carter
moved Tuesday. As the old Baying goes, "they will be moving
all year".
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cooper and
Sunday.
family—visited' his
Lucite Cooper 'spent the .terek
end with Ada Neal at Lynn Grove
and attended the Way there.
Mr. Ruble Camp and Miss Agnes'
Wilford were married December
22. They are making their home
near Gob.
Mr. and Mrs Boyd Caster visit-

BIG SALE STARTS FRIDAY

ELECTRIC
WELDED

Lady Says CARDUI
Eased Pain In Side
an Oklahomalady,

MEN'S puss PANTS
MEN'S OVERALLS'
BOYS' OVERALS
_
MEN'S DIMS OXFORDS
LADIES' OXFORDS
Au
sail law. .11111.0M0611 AMOR* _ _ _ ...............
ot-I
Unmated Ie. l& MEWS DIMS COATSallidtar say.-- ititase *swung SWEATERS
nry side trOarylairli~ writes GOOD PRINTS, Fast Colors
49c; OUTING
Okla. /*EN'S CORDUROY CAPS
Itts. Bill Stewart, id
'I bad heard of dardal and started
AND THOUSAlkiDS OF THINGS NOT' MENTIONED
taking it. It stoned my harting
and 'built up my strength. I Mak
11 bottles and I issre felt _battle
arraoso..
TT, Cordol for rasa r=
new due to a rut-down
Under Graham & Jackson
wadi of yeses 'anus Curial all=
tem. If St dam sot Was= l'Otr. esa.
wit•faragibm.
.

I

THE BUY-WISE STORE
JOE IRVAN, Manager

Ile4 CLEARANCIE
vYour Mail Boxes

WATCH
Your Doorsteps

RESOLUTIONS OF THE ELM
GROVE MISSIONAY
PTIST
CHURCH
CONCRRNIN9
A. A. WALKER

Whereas A. A. Walker was excluded from the fellowship of the
Elm
Grove Missionary Baptist
church for alleged disorderly conduct, and
Whereas the said action of the
Elm Grove _ Missionary Baptist
..-.Ichtirch in excluding the said A. A.
Walker annulled and abolished his
ministerial credentials in accordanree
ne,
Baptist usage and'pracand
Whereas the said A. A. Walker
refused to surrender his ministerial credentials to the said Elm
$1.48 Grove Missionary Baptist church.
Ime but attempted to emit* with ,the
Me Center Etiage
Baptist church as a
;LID
Baptist minister, and finally succeeded in uniting wilth the Pleas' $1•72 ant Hill Baptist church, Trigg
41.9e Co.
, as a Baptist minister.
14c
Ky'
lee thereby imposing himself upon that
church and the Baptist Brotherhood at large, therefore
Be it resolved that these facts
be made known to the general
public and, the brotherhood at
large, and that the same be published—in-ethes-press—for our own
protection and fdr - the protection
of all others who may be concerned—that he is not an accredited Baptist minister, his credentials
_having been annulled when he
was excluded from the fellowship
of this church, and is therefore
not entitled to he so regarded.
Done by order of the Elm Grove
Missionary Baptist church, this
20th day of October, 1934.
Elder R. F. Gregory,
- Moderator
Purdom Lassiter,
Clerk

le!

the best of
Materials.

-1/4,

Dutch's Shoe Shop
0

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
site Led er & Times Office

Girl to Woman

Miss Minnie Wagner of
53 E. Main St, Johnson
City, Tenn„ said: "I ant
fiord from daisy headaches.
lacked ambition, had no
desire for food, and felt
weak and was always tired.
I took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for a
short time and I felt
stronger, had more &min.
bee, and gained in weight.
New gin, tablets SO eta.. liquid $1.00.
Large use, tabs. or liiid,41.33.
Write Dr. Pierce's Ginn, Buffalo, N. Y.

(1) In 1899 Clyde J. Coleman invented the first electric starter. It is
generally admitted that this invention did more than any other single
automotive invention to popularise the automobile. (2) John W.
Bate, was the first automotive engineer to build 100 identical automobiles. Previous to this automobiles were built individually and
constantly changed. (3) The first automobile race was run in 1694.
Though the course was only 80 miles only 13 of the 46 entriesi were
able to complete the course. Though many steamers were entered in
the race, it was won by •gasohne driven automobile.
eln
Miss Edith Smith of near Stella.
Four-H club members, who tetMrs. Mae Harris, our Homemaker teacher, is on the sick list t tened and. sold 60 calves in 1984,
We hope she wil lsoon recover.
winning $615 In cash prizes, are
Many thanks to the Ledger &
Times staff for the nice Christmas helping to revive cattle raising in
Wayne county.
card.—Brown Eyes.

I

(rain
Thursday morning Values
and early
matchless
outpouring of
or shine) this with a ru.sh.
forward
goes
clean, deoutright clearance ofyour immean
is
This
•
and claims
sirable merchandiseonly a question of BOW
It's
action.
diate
save.
MUCK you want to

Remember this . . . as
fast as items Sell out
they are all out! Fill.
ins are impossible.

HURRY

•
a

ak,

( INMAN BROS.
CASH DEPARTMEN I STORES

Sell Your Tobacco
Where It Will Bring the Most Money
We believe this is possible only by auction or loose floor sales.
OUR SALES TO DATE—Siidays sales includingWednesday:
119,537 pounds sold for $11,251.75, at an average of $9.24.
Good warm factory, non-glare skylight, inside driveway, good
sleeping quarters, free stalls, open day and night.
We will give Your tobacco our very best personal attention at all
times and we believe our YEARS of buying, handling, and selling tobacco is worth something to you.
The fact that we lead the market in pounds sold and average price, recommends our floor to all who have tobacco to sell.

Grower'S Loose Leaf Floor
"MURRAY'S LEADING FLOOR"

Read the Classified Column.

EAST OF RAILROAD—Opposite Depot
TOY P. FARMER

JACK FARMER

Illustrations
4 Copy
4 Lay-outs

4

1

. a part of our service

without extra charge. ..
call on us to Assist you in planning your newspaper advertising and sales,eirculars.

AT LOWER
COST

TELEPHONE

Check your coal bin today. Mies
low, better call us and put in a supply. Don't take chances on a.. cold
wave catching yoo short—and don't
take chances on Inferior coal. We
carry' dependable quality coal for
earl" nerd, at prices that enable
you to afford the best. For coal
that "are cleaner, with less ash
and clinkers PHONE ,16.

55

THE LEDGER & TIMES
"Nearly Everybody in Calloway County Reads
,t,ye Ledger & Times"

QUICK SERVICE
Two Trucks

•

-

4

CASH COAL CO

"KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES"

"o

16=',

• Bright

• Our clearance sales
are watched for by
• thousands of thrifty
• buyers because they
never disappoint,

•

life &Rif AUfbIAORM RAC WAS RUN IN'JULY 1894COuASE OF rHE RACE WAS 011LY so MILEJ, yer oF ride
44 Gus Eteregfp ONLY Ii WERE ABLE IV cosiecerE The COuIZSE.

Fill the store with
sure-fire money-saving opportunities.

• A double -page
- broadside of booming
values is waiting for
. you there.
• Be on hand early
„ 4. for choice bargains.

,

ed Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Turner
last Sunday near Coldwater.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones are
planning to go to Detroit soon. We
sure will miss them.
Mrs. Myrtle Rogers is visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Adams.
Mrs. Esther Neal and daughter
Ada, visited -her mother. Mrs. A
Carter recently—"0. K. Doe"

rist

101
10"
Jan.
ilegins
"Certified
Days
Lasts 1.0
Bargains"
Let Nothing
KeeplfouAway!
BUT

VISIT
-

ride closer to the center of the car
The Ford V-8 engine now has a new
system of crankcase ventilation. Thi
Tudor sedan Is also available with The best of
Out de luxe equipment.
Equipment,

JANUARY 11
New Merchandise
Buy-Wise Store

We're Not the Waiting Kind ..
Becau
PRICES GO LOWER THAN EVER!

. .,.
,
- •
ile• ..,
2•0 7,1-...4*....1.64 7„*.Z..-ell. a-yr mr4,.•... .i.
------.-i

Coldwater News
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Hazel High News
Freaknsan Play
The treibS1411_ :Of Hazel High
school 'are
emitting a play in
the school
torium Saturday
night, Januarj 19. It is entitled
"Two Days t Marry" by Walter
Richardson.
The cast follows:
. Simon P. Chase, as black as his
race, Everard Hicks.
James J. Dare, a wifeless heir,
Tom TurnbOw.
Ruford B. Sawyer, lawyer, Bradford Armstrong
Splay Jane Pink, blacker than
ink. Mildred Armstrong.
Sadie L. Boise, widow, Lillian
Walker.
..,
Imogene
McShane. a
sweet
young thing, Roy Mae Hart.
' Walter N. Blair, a millionaire,
Dallas Miller.

ington Friday night and have a
Herman Venable, a junior, will
home engagement with the Train- go to Brewers. Allele Venable,
ing School Saturday eight, • a student of the seventh grade also
goes to Brewers.
Initiation Party
Keith Boston is beck in school
The member of the Home Eco- after recovering from an appen_
nomics Club initiated three new dicitis operation.
The Faxon net five again demembers into their organization
feated the Wildcats in a tussle
last Thursday nigth, January 3.
The new memberS were Maudie here last . Friday evening by a
King, Mary Frances White, and score of 25-20. Our second team
was victorious.
Virginia Miller, all sophomores.
e The Wildcats went to GilbertsAfter an informal initiation, reville Saturday evening: and defreshments were served and the
feated the Marshall countians 34party was concluded by playing
9.
games.
Next Friday evening our team
The home economic girls electgoes to Fulton and Saturday eved new officers for the second
ening to Murray.
semester of school. They are:
Eulala J3alley, president; Celia
Miller, vice-president; Mary Frances White, secretaryrs 'Geraldine
Milstead, treasurer; ha Nell Briinden and Laurene Curd, news reMr. and Mrs. Willie Cooper and
porter.
family' moved last Friday to one

S. Pleasant Grove

Honor Ron
First grade: Shirley Gene Butler.
Second grade: Leta Grey Brandon. Gene Orr Miller, Rosemary
Wright. Myrtiene Holland, Anne
Littleton.
Third grade: Oolphns Denham,
Hugh Terry Linn, James Herndon.
Fourth
grade: Ted
Brandon,
Cyrus Miller. •
grade:
Sixth
Gerthal
Arrhstrong, Calvin Orr West.
Tenth grade: Mary F White,
Virginia Miller.
Eleventh grade: H. K Brandon.
Twelfth grade: Laurene Curd.

It is
ringle
n W.
autoand
1894.
were
-ad in

Concord Noses Out Hazel

Concord's Red
Birds won a
close decitton over Hazel's Blue
and Gold Warriors Saturday night.
The Reds came from behind to
win after Hazel held the lead for
three quarters. Miller arid his
running mate, Owen, turned in
one of the best games on the local
'hardwood this season.
Hazel's defense held Young to
eight points. Score by quarters:
Hazel 12, Concord 6; Hazel 17,
Concord 12, Hazel 21, Concord
19.
The lineup:
Hazel 22
Pos,
Concord 24
Miller (c) 9
Wilson
•
Owens 8'
Blalock 5
Rowland 2
C
Shoemaker 5
Pinkley
G
Young_ tc) 8
G
Underwood
Bucy '4
Substitutes: Hazel, Kills; accord: Winchester l21.
Referee: Millard, Murray.
Hazel's second teem lost 22-18.
The Hazel netters go to Farm-

Or)
who fat-

F.

es in 1934,
prizes, arc
raising in

34ME),

!)T

day:
ood

it all
sell-

•

or

;MER

s

FOR SALE

•

No. 1, 40 A K of Kirksey $2250.00
$1000.00
Na. 2, 3 A in Penny
No. 3, 100 A 4 mi. College $1050.00
1
2 mi. College $1375.00
No. 4, 35 A 3/
Sold
No. 5, House, lot N. 4th.
No: 6, 66 A near Kirksey $1100.00
No. 7, 18 A near Providence Sold
.No. 8, 70 A East of Dexter $500.00
No. 9, 44 A on Highway
$1600.00
near Cherry
$1500.00
No. 10, 45 A near Cherry
$1500.00
No. 11, 94 A Graves Co.
No. 12, 50 A 5 , mi. N. E.
$500.00
Murray
/
2 mi. S. E.
No. 13. 32 A 21
$800.00
Murray
No. 14, 131 A on Pine Bluff
$2500.00
Road
No. 15, 80 A near Highland $525.00
/
2 A near East
No. 16, 781
$1500.00
Highway
No. 17, 54se A S. Wiswell $2750.00
No. l& 70 A near Cold$1800.00
water
No. 19, 3714 A near Kirksey $85000
No. 20, 10 A 2 mi. Murray $1000.00
No. 21, 152 A E. Cherry $1000.00
No. 22, 110 A near Penny 84200.00
No. 23, 29 A 214 mi. of Col$1200.00
lege
No. 24. 7514 A 'S. Concord $1800.00
No. 25, 135 A near Kirksey $2500.00
No. 28, 103 A W. Murray $420000
No. 27, 150 A near Egg$2600.00
flees Ferry
$525.00
No. 28, 30 A at Shilo
No. 29, 21 14 A near Harris
$900.00
Grove
No. 30, 27 A 3 mi. Murray $500.00
$1000.00
No. 31, 100 A E. Side
No. 32. 325 A' E. Side
$4200.00
(100 A bottom)
No. 33, 40 A 5 mi. E. M'ray- 41800.00
No. 34, 120 A near Dexter $1600.00
35, 80 A near S. P.
$3250.00
Grove
No. 36, 1081
/
2 A near E. H'y $1250.00
$200.00
A N. E. Co.
No. 37.
No. 38, 52 A -sear B'ton h'y $550.00
No. 39. 26 I 3 A 3 mi
'111050e0
N. Murray
No. 40, 232/4 A near Cotif-$1400.00
water
/
2 A near C'water $900.00
No. 41, 431
No. 42, 107 A near L. G'ove $5350.00
No. 43, 48 A W. Murri1000.00
No. 44, 1171,e A near Ben$2000.00
ton Hs„hway
No. 45, 40 A N. C'water $1300.00
$4000.00
No. 46, 70 A B Grove
No. 47, 90 A near Backus$2500.00
burg
Vb. 48, 40 A near Locust
Sold
Grove
The above are the owners' prices.
PLany of them real bargains. Mast
sell. Possession given for 1935 on
sonic Small payments, easy terns*
on some. Will trade and give dffe
ference. or get difference on some
of above places.
We also have city property to
nit almost everyone's need. Prices.
• terms, location, and full _ description given on application._ _
Write, telephone, or call to see
us regarding above places. Please
give number of place desired.
FINNEY & HAYS
Office First Nat% Bank Bldg.
liturtai, Ky.
•

ID
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Hazel F. F. A.
Notes
By Edmond Cherry

1

of Dr. Mason's places near Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Paschall moved
to the plane vacated by Mr.
Cooper.
Earnest Turnbow of near Farm_

ington spent last Friday night day where Mr. Ellis Is attending
with Capitola Paschall and at- scheol at the University.
tended the prayer meeting at the
What young people can do for
latter's home
jeudisivas recently demonstrated in
The Rev. W. A. Baker killed his united effort backed by prayer,
regelar appointment at Pleasant perseverance, song and encourageGrbve Sunday. He and
Mrs. 1,ent by older people among whom
Baker were dinner guests of Mr. was Dr. Daniel A. Poling of New
'York. president of the Interneand Mrs. Irvan Guthrie.
Mr. and Mrs. :Luther Deering thine! C. X. Society, and editor-inwent to Graves isgunty last week chief of Christian Herald.
Rude Heaver, a song leader,
and, assisted their son. Hubert, in
aed others, who assisted the orbutchering.
crusader youths
Miss Ruth Gunter of Paducah ganization of 50.000
winning 90,000- mareturned home Monday -of last of Kansas in
jority to keep Kansas dry in Noweek after spending the holidays
with her aunt, Mrs. Tom Erwin vember election.
The caznpaigr; began New Year's
and other reittives.
Tobacco buyers were in this eve a year ago at a prayer meetcommunity last week and bought ing- hi the home of Robert S.
a few crops of tobacco.
Nance, secretary of. C. E, where
Mrs. J. W. Baker visited rela- ,18 young men and women ,efficers
tives near Murray last week.
- at the ;tate had not to plan work
Miss Nina Hale, who lives with ter the year. "Now," said pence
her brother, John McPherson and sit they departed. "Go home and
Mrs. McPherson, has gone to Pa- MU all our members and all the
ducah he spend _the 'winter -with- itkereh, peepter.411•4-4he Christian
relatives.
Endeavo?'Is going to pitch in and
Mr: and Mrs. Holmes Ellis res.
carry the electicei. Begin talkttifned to Lexington last Wednes- ies; it., beep orgeeizing for it." •

Hazel Future Farmers organized
a chapter for Puryear High Wednesday night, January 1. Tile candidates were first formally initiated, then informally initiated. The
informal initiation was enjoyed
immensly by old and young alike.
After the initiations our president talked on objectives of the
Future Farmers and ways of making money for F. F. A. activities.
This was followed by eats and adjournment
Organizing this chapter will
count 10 points for the Hazel
Chapter in the state and county
chapter contest. -Hazel Future Farmers' next
meeting 'will be held January 7.
At this meeting the "green hand"
candidates will be raised to the
Future Farmer degree and presented with pins.

At the Christian Endeavor convention in Emporia, Kansas. list
June, the city swarmed with Enthis convention,
deavorers.
Mr. Nance's slogan was "Keep
Kansas Dry for Kanias Youth."
The state was literally pawed
with stickers, "Vote Dry and Keep
Kansas Dry for Kansas Youth." on
windshields, spare tires of the
thousands of autos, bosses and other available places. Some newspapers gave valiant aid, "Vote No!
Keep Kansas
Dry For Kansas
Youth" were hung to 500,000 door
knobs.

Dexter News
Miss Louise Lamb of Hazel is
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cratus Cleaver, and other
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Walston
and Richard Walston spent Mon-day—in Benton.
Misses Mary Frances Cothran
and- Emma Lucas 'of Murray, spent
Sunday evening with Mrs. Sarah

Cothran also Mrs. Wes Fergerson
of Hardin.
Mrs. N. C. Woodall of Almo
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mathis
Sunday.
Merle Andrus, Adelbert Reeves
and Will Reeves spent Monday in
Benton.
Mrs. Aurelia Andrus and daughters. Sarah and Ruby spent last
week with Mrs. Jess Hale at Almo.
Mrs. 'Wesley Reown is on the
sick list.
Mrs. Jessie Mathis is visiting
her sister in Royalton, Ill.
Adelbert
Merle
Andrus and
Reeves left for Detroit TuesdaY.
Hoping to have a longer letter
next week.—C. A.

Hazel Route 3

and Manuel Stegner visited Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Winchester Sunday.
Mrs. Julia Clark, who has been
confined to her Chair for the past
two years, is suffering from a
severe cold.
Mrs. Lula Burton and .son and
daughter, Leland and Eula, have
moved from near Blood River to
her father's place near New
Providencq
Mrs. Creland Overby died at
her home near New Providence
Sunday morning, after a lingering
illness of heart trouble.
Bro. Dublin filled his regular
appointment at New Providence
Church of Christ Sunday morning' with a good attendence.
I mail my letter to Ledger and

Another rainy Monday morning.
Most everyone is stripping tobacco.
Mr. ad Mrs. Elmus Wilson spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Perry.
Garton Clark, Guthrie Osbron

1

•

Mrs. Jim Cochran was called to
near Providence Sunday on account of the death of Mrs. Fannie
Overby, whom she was raised up
with. Mrs. Crossland Overby was
a member of Church of Christ_ A
high-toned Christian, indeed and
in truth.
T. C., son of Turner Venable,
was seriously ill all last week
under the doctor's care.
Mr. and Mrs, Paris Swift of just
north of Kirksey. snd home 'kin'
celebcated
Mrs; Bee
Cochran's
birthday Sunday. I guess Flossie
is past 33.
Miss, Verble
Slaughters
and
Misses 'tharleen and Willie May
Pullen of Coldwater were guests
of Miss Edith Smith one night last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Zeit Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Allen Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Richardson of
near Mayfield visited Mr. and Mrs.
Joel Cochran January 6.
"Uncle" George Cathey has torn
down his old Andy Lawson houses
and built a large poultry house
with glass windows. Rooster said
whoop-a-doodle.
Mayfield buyers . bought a lot
of tobacco again last week around
here.. The faemers are very much
disappointed with Murray market.
Now. I'm not "kussin" the Murray
buyers, but the big tobacco "combine" in the big cities.
Minister Pogue will preach at
Union Grove next Sunday at .10:45
A. M. We heard him Friday at
1:10 P
M. over radio station
WPAD. Paducah.
I read every word in my Ledger
& Times last week and listen. Tilde, the reason I dreaded Christmas to come was that I am afeared
of Roman candles and fire crackers
--am about half deaf when they
explode. I jump high and go into
"hysterics"!! You owe
me
an
,apology young lady.
Bee Cochran bought a 'hog from
Wash Boyd of Penny which Wash
raised that weighed 825 pounds.
Bee motored it to Hazel and sold'
it to Audrey Simmons, big stock
dealer. Did you get that, Lonzo
Beaman?
Biggest hog in the
couritss except your pastor and
our pastor, as the boy told his
Ma.
I guess I'll float down "sale
river" next weak on a pumpkin
vine.—"Eagle".

Times on Monday yet last week
failed to get on the honor roll.
My situation is not so grand as
"tagle's."—Tilda.
(Didn't arrive
until Tuesday. We have to go by
date received, not mailed—Ed.)
e.
Read the Classified Column.

f,

and an Improved Low Priced EIGHT:
•

Priced as
low as
oand offering the following flue-car features
L Solid-Steel "Turret-Top"
A, Bodies by Fisher
. Triples 2. Hydraulic Brakes
k Sealed
t 3. Speedlined Styling
4. Silver-Alloy Bearings
S. 10 Second Starting at Zero
6. Completely Sealed Chassis
7. Enclosed *Knee-Action

9. Luggage and Spare Tire
Compartment
10. Double 11-Y Frame
11. Smoothest of Six -tad
Eight-Cylinder Motors
12. Cross-Flow Radiator and
Gusher Valve Cooling
13. Full-Pressure Metered
Lubrication
14. Product of General
Motors

When you visit the Pontiac
salesroom today, you are going
to see a type of beauty the like
of which the motor car industry has never known before —
new, refreshing, utterly different — the happiest interpretation of the streamline principle
ever achieved...You are going
to see for the first time that
greatest of all Fisher achievements in coachwork—solidsteel "Turret-Top" bodies ...

Lynn Grove High I

You will discover a nevi' type
of hydraulic brakes—smooth,
positive and triple-sealed ...
new six and eight-cylinder
engines featuring silver-alloy
bearings and 10 second starting at zero .. . In brief, you
are going to see the newest
;and finest producti, of a great
modern plant — cars which
embody scores of other quality
features hitherto never
combined at prices so low.

PONTIAC MOTOR COMPANY,PONTIAC, MICH.; Division of General

motor.

'List price of Standard six-c,iinder Coupe at Pontiac, Michigan.
Standard group of accessories extra.

1

L.S. Anderson Motor Co.

NOW ON
DISPLAY AT

Mayfield
1—see
t) ee.es,j,.
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A New Low Priced SI

Stella Gossip

Last week completed our first
semester's work. Semester tests
were given ThursdaY and Friday.
Students were exempted who had.
made not less than a "B" in any
subject from taking that examination. The students who were exempted from all tests were:
Myers,
Seniors: Robbie Nelle
Rubena Ford, Emma Lee Camp.
Geneva Hunter, Charlotte Jordan.
Juniors: Harry Cotham, Richard
Boston,
Sophomores: Odine Swann, Tenhie Wilson Rogers. Estelle Todd.
Freshmen: Fannie Sue Jones.
Seventh grade: Margaret Key.
In starting our new semester this
week, we hope to do better work
than we did last semester,
New students enrolled for second
semester work are: Seniors: Ural
Story; Freshmen: Quinton Sims,
from New COnaord; Seventh grade:
Catherine Wilkins,- Billy Wilkins.
Allie Drownk a member of our
senior class will go to Farmingtbn
for second semester work.
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Lawrence McClain and the Rev.
tencient of public instruction, chairMrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.
Casney Peotecost in charge of the
has been man of the Wird of regents of
Mrs. A.'F. Yattee
'services. Burial was in the WorkMurray College and candidate for
ill with the flu. is better.
man graveyard.
Master Joe Wills. son of Mr. the Democratic nominal:that for
Mr. Suiter died at his home
and Mrs Joe Wills, has been ill Governor, was a brief Visitor in
Murray Tuesday afternoon. A
Monday. Mr. &titer was united
but is better.
meeting of the board of regents
in marriage to Isabelle Pierce in
. Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr. spent Friday of the college, scheduled for Wed1882 and to this union was born
with her • brother. nesday was postponed until next
went an Iperation for removal of in Paducah
.Fog has been a big haaard
12 children six of whom preceded
Murray motorists who have been the tonsils at the Mason Memorial Frank Tretrathan Who was recent- 'week.'"Me - Richmond
cantered
him to the grave. The six to surly brought home from New Or- with several citizens concerning
making lung drives the pest week. Hospital January 2.
vive him are: Mittie. Tebit Fred.
Wsevere
of
because
La.,
leen.,
and
Leland,
Owen
Tuesday night
Cloteel Tucker spent Friday in
his candidaey while here.
.Ethel. Ivy, and Mathis. He later
inne.
Packmann -left St. Louis,' Benton visiting her sister Mrs-.
married Miss Eva Workman and
0. L. Boren has returned from
Howard Johnston. of the east
- Wbere they had been attending Jess Egner.
to this union was born five chilCincinnati- where he represented
in
was
county.
Marshall
of
side
the National Shoe Retailers condren.
He is survived by his
the Murray Rotary at the interMr. and Mrs. Lonnie Green were
itention, at 8 p. ne and did not called home Sunday night on ac- Murray last Saturday endeavoring city meeting in honor of the Inwidow and four children by his
which
meat
of
quantity
a
trace
to
•-"*rive in Murray until 8:30 a., m. count of the illness of Mrs.'Green's
seeond marriage Oakley, Lucille,
ternational President Bob Hill. He
was stolen from his meat-house
They found fog all the way along father.
Earnest and Viola. He also leaves
was accompanied by Mrs. Boren.
Mr.
.Christmas.
after
thorily
The previous night.
the road.
several grandchildren and a numat Johnston said that the thief used
T. 0. Turner left Tuesday afterill
very
is
Rowlett
V.
T.
Mrs.
011ie Hutchens and Winifred Jaekber of great grandchildren.
the home of her daughter Mrs. G. a skeleton key and locked the door noon for St. Louis to attend the
aen. driving a Shroat Bros. truck
of
Shoe
Convention
Mrs. after taking 9 shoulders, 9 hams National
Louisville.
Scarborough.
R.
sack from Terre ,Haute. Indiana,
Rowlett is a former resident and and 4 cans of Lard. The loss was Dealers.
Sound the fog such'. a. menace to
has many friends here.
Deal fall to see oar Berkshire
not discovered until several days
date *lain& that they were oblig$1.35.
Moslem
Whyne Riley win go to Mein- after the robbery.
Under the above heading, The
ed to halt for the night.
S. A. Douglas who has been re- Davis Drees fiboppe.
phis this week end to make purCourier-Journal recently said ediLee Barnett was able to leave
for the Riley Radio shop. siding at Paris, Tenn., for past
Mrs. Harry Jenkins will leave
torially:
the Keys-Houston Hospital for chases
Mrs. Myers Beauty Shop was year or so has returned to Cabo- the first of the week for Chicago MAY ROBSON, FAY WRAY, and
"At this time, when many county
hhishorpe in Alm° this week.
rated tee per cent under the Ken- way county, east ot illugeey.
MAK purchases for
are making. hp their
otbefe She
Victor Jory, in "Mills of the Lode fiscal courts
Mrs Nat ilyan Hughes--under- tucky sanitation laws this week" Representative Waylhin Rayburn,
,her shop, The Regal Dresse Shophalf-year budget, it might be well
Theatre.
Capitol
the
at
playing
now
and is one of the few shops in the Judge T. R. Jones, T.._0. Bauctun PC.
to warn magistrates and commis. state .to .secure this rating the In- and M. 0: Wrather spent Monday
sioners against notions of false
T. E. 'Plenty" Brandon, Nashand Tuesday in Frankfort on ville, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. to her home in Oklahoma City, economy which might lead to their
spector stated.
Mrs. Novice Jones Durham was business.
nephews Okla., after a two weeks visit discontinuing the services of the
J. H. Cfhurchill and
Ty Holland was brought to the Ronala. Ralph. and Max Churchill. with her parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. county agricultural agent. During
operated on at the Clinic-Hospital
Keys - Houston Clinic-Hospital Mr. Brandon is well known an Taylor Crouse and Mr. and Mrs. the past year. when corn-hog, toJanuary 2 for appendicitis
Mrs. Ira Fox of South Eighth Tuesday following an automobile Murray although he has not visit- Claud Marton.
bacco and cotton crop reduction
street.shas a very beautiful Christ- accident. No serious injuries. only ed here in 17 yeas-s. in Nashville
Mrs Noel Pate, of Southeast contracts were entered into with
the
in
taken
were
sutures
mas Cactus containing rzi blooms a few
Mr. Brandon is connected with the of Murray, became seriously ill at the United States Government. the
head and face.
and buds.
Burt Francis law firm.
the home yesterday. Her daugh- services of these county agents
visitLewit
Walsie
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Doris •Jean Rowland was
ter, Mrs. Ottis Valentine was call- proved to be indispensable."
mothvisited
his
H.
KrPentecost
Tenh.,
admitted to the Mason Memorial ed friends in Brunswick.
The Lexington. Herald of the
to her bedside last night. Mr.
ed
week.
Tenn.,
in
last
er
Mercer,
during
Hospital for treatment Tuesday.; and relatives in Memphis
is confined at the Keys-HousPate
in
is
Nashville
Mrs.
'Farmer
Mike
Mr. and Mrs_ Ira Fox had as the holidays_ ,.
ton Clinic with blood poisoning_
Dr. F. E. Vrawford. Dentist, First today where she is making purtheir guests Christmas day, Mr.
Boyd Gilbert and members of
and Mrs. Burnie Owen and chil- Nat'l Bank Bldg. Tel 192-W. it chases for the Farmer & Hart
Kentucky Funeral
the Western
.and Mrs. Clinton Warren of Shop.
Mr
of
and
Kathryn
dr4n
Wesson
in correct, styles and colors Wings). Mr. Owen is a first cousin near Cherry are the proud Par- The latest styles In coatis dresses, Directors Association visited in
for every occasion • of Mr: Fox and Mrs. Owen will ents of an eight-pound baby girl hats will be on display et the Cadiz today where they-attended
the funeral of the daughter of a
PRICES TO SUIT EVERY be remembered as Miss Grace Wes- born January 4. The •little miss Farmer & Mart Shot Friday. member
of the association.
son before their marriage, On has been named Hilda Clauddeen. Bought on Nashville market this
PURSE
the same evening another cousin. Mrs_ Warren is the daughter r•tif week.
Miss Margaret Purdom wits disIra Elston. and his son fra Jr., of Preston Stubblefield_
Don't fail to see our Berkshire charged from the Keys-Houston
Jacksonville. Fla., were with them.
. Mrs. Gilbert Smith. Ptiryear. Kingless Hose-69e, $1.00. $1.35. Hospital today after recovering.
from a recent operation.
Tenn.. was admitted to the Mason Davis Dress Shoppe.
Funeral services for. George W
Memorial, Hospital this week, sufMr.. and Mrs. W. E. Hutton. - Mrs. May Belle Scobey was a
fering' from uremic poisoning. Rev. Charlotte. Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs. recent visitor in Louisville where Suiter, 69 years of age,- were held
Peidee. t'adue,ah. and - Mr. she was the guest of her daugh- Wednesday morning from the home
-Smith. - la/nor Of the •Puryear
Sigelhodist church, was .,formerly hand Mrs. Boyd _Wear visited Mr. ter, Miss Amelia sScobey, who is near Boydsville with the Rev
plistor of a Calloway county cir- and .Mrs. John Jones and Mr. and taking nursing training at the
cuit Mrs. Smith's brother. W. N. Mrs. C. _Ids Hood during the holi- Southern Baptist Hospital.
eitecks
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Humphreys
Austin, Atlanta, Georgia. has ar- days.
was admitted to Cadiz, were visitors in Murray th,.
Harold
rived to attend his sister's bedand
• side. While here he is the guest the Mason Memorial hospital for nailer part of last week. Mi
Humphreys is an engineer with th..
of his brother. Dean'A. B. Austin. treatment Sunday.
Cadiz'
at
Camp
C.
C.
C.
at the college.
Miss Sadie Nell Jones visited
first day
Mrs. Joe Parker is ill at her Liquid, Tablets
Miss Lara Wisehart daughter of with her aunt. Mrs. W. E. Hutton
HEADAGiRES
Salve. Nose
Mi. and Mrs. A. C. -Wisehart had 'and* ?cr. Hutton in Charlotte. Tenn., home on West Poplar.
in 30 minutes
Drops
Oliver Clough Hood has flu at
her tonsilihremoved at the Keys- recently. •
$1.00 and $1.98 Houston Hospital this week.
- HATS
J. I. Elston and J. 1. Jr., St. the home of his parents, Mr. and
Davis Dress Shopple announce" Petersburg. Fla., visited Mr. and. Mrs. R. H. Hood. ,
HANSEN GLOVES—
Mrs. Myrtle Wall, who hai been
1. Fox and farnily recently.
$1.98, $2.49, $2.95 a large shipment ar, Berkshire Mrs.
- Miss Marjorie McElnith returned -very ill, is recuperating at the
Kingless Hose-69e. $1.00, $1.35.
Highest Market Prices
Miss Gwendolyn Prince is a to Rer duties last Saturday • after home of Mr. and Mrs.- Robert
Bring Your
in
to
go
Mayfield
will
Jenea
She
her
with
days
everal
s
the
at
Mason
Memorial spending
patient
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Mc- a few -days shospital for' treatment
East Side of &mare
AND EGGS
CHICKENS
Broadus Creekmur spent several
•
Master Edward Diuguict is ill at Elrath. - West Olive street.
He
IV
last
days
was
week.
home
Oakland Cunningham has acMrs. Sam Robinson, Mgr. the home of his parents. Mr. and
Highest Market Price for
cepted a position with the Lee & enroiite from Montgomery, Ala.,
WOOL •
to
be
Central
America
where
will
-Grooeisy.
C IC
Mrs. W. M. Sparkman has re- be stationed for the next two
—t0—
turned to her home in Barger. years.
visiting
is
Mrs.
Emma
Valentine
Tex.. after spending several' weeks
...-ith her .mother who has been her sister Mrs. Della Rpvis. Padu...onfined to her room with illness. cah.
WEST HIGHWAY-Just west of
Mrs. A. C. Marton has returned Murray. at West End Filling Station
Mason Ross returned Tuesday
shernoon from a several weeks
nrisiness trip to California. Buel
Houston. who accompanied him on
he trip west, remained there.
James H. Richmond. superinPile sufferers-sufferers with sores, burns, skin diseases-to .usten •
to this--and know it for the truth: Cross Salve will either cure
ENROVTE NORTH: OR WEST
you or it will give you the most grateful relief you ever exper—STOP AT—
ienced in your life. It doesn't matter how old or aggravated your
ours:Li-ally
invite. out friPstha and
W&
ease, it -doesn't matter, how insuaysremedies aou have _tried that
have failed you. Cross Salve will take care of yourtrouble Or It
and the general public to read closely our' official
will cost you absolutely nothing. Combining, a powerful disinfectant in a velvet smooth petrolatum base, Cross Salve offers the
statement printed in this paper.
.
posideal combination: a disinfectant strong enough to kill everyrelief,
,...
sible germ-an oil base that gives immediate soothing quarter
a
45
117 JOINS U. S.
and assists nature in the quickest possible healing. Over
We feel very proud of the splendid statement
of a century of success on seemingly impossible cases makes cerSharteit and Best Routes to
?ti.)le to make in view of the very short per,
weare.
tain our knowledge that Cross Salve will help you. Trust us. GET
Mono and St. Louis
A JAR TODAY. We -say to you honestly that your money will be
iod of, inie -since -we opened for busines
FREE INFORMATION
s. It .has
.
returned without a question if it. fails. 30c and 50c *AM-dealers.
to all points north and west
The Cross Salve Co., Marion, Kentucky.
1-see9imade_passib1e through the InyAlty of' out
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
friends,.for which we are deeply grateful.
SINCLAIR GAB AND OILS
Report of the Condition of the
We Especially Invite Our
Kentucky Friends
This bank was established -to render service to.

'Keep Him on the Job'

ikual—ssc, si.se,
win

DAVIS DRESS
SHOPPE .
announces a large shipment of

BERKSHIRE
RINGLESS
HOSE

69c $11* $1.35

,71111411411•11111MMINgrus
,.4

same date published the following
editorial note:
"The fiscal court in praising the
work of gounty Agent J. Edward
census enumeraAgricultural
Parker gives deserved recognition tors began their duties ID the
splendid
a
done
has
who
man
a
to
county Thursday, Armary 3: The
work in a time of utmost import-. enumerators wer named by the
agricultural
crSurity
Fayette
ance to
J. A. Olive,
districtsimpervi
The government has Mayfiele-The
interests,
4 k will include
astO
endeavor
the
stepped in in
about thirty day lo complete the
sist the farmer with programs survey.
changed
greatly
that they have
The enumerators are: Steve Dunfarm policies. Fortunate indeed can, Clifton Roberts, Charley *Mcintelliasn
is the county that has
Cuiston Jr., Abe Thompson, Brent
gent and alert county agent who Edwards, Tellus Hqward, Raymond
the
can put into effect locally 'all
Story, Devoe Reed, Lowell Edfeatures of the government's pro- monds, Hester Walker, Orbie Cul.
gram in such a way that the ver.
farmers of the county may receive the fullest benefit there-from. Mr. Parker has done this
with the AAA program, particularly as it affects tobacco. But
that is only part of the work that
has been done. In spite of the
heavy additional work, all of the
regular work under the direction
of the ocout has been.continued at
- full speed."

Census Enumerators
Working in County

DON'T GET UP NIGHTS

LM. Juniper OIL Suchu Leaves, Eta.
:lush out excess' acids and waste matter. Get nJ of bladder Irritation that
causes waking up, frequent desire, scanty
flow. burning and backache Make this
He test- Get juniper oil, buchu leaves.
etc., In little green tablet* called Bakitts,
the bladder laxative. In four dayill not
,
pleased yes, dragliat will snare jou

25c Dale. Stubblefield Si, Co

HELLO, BUDDY!
Let Us Care For Your Car

- Beaman's Garage
TELEPHONE 300
Southwest Corner Square
Murray. Kv.

G. W. Suiter Dies
Near Boydsville

Our wid-winter sale of
DRESSES & COATS
Continues
as was announced last
week
—also—
New Shiipment of
DRESSES

66

ptarlil•

COLDS
FEVER

NOTICE/

• .Davis• Drees

We Invite You
to Read Our
Statement!

S. G. BOGGESS

WANTED

customers

VEACH'S'ItEAL.
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois
winEst

this county and we trust that you will use our fa.;•
cilities to the fullest extent.
.

_TRAVEL BY BUS!

DEPOSITS INSURED
ev

Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TOPadocah: 8 A. M.. 11 A. M.: 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:43 A. M.; 2 P.
Mayfield: 6 A. Ms 11 A. AL;S P.M.
Paris: 7:43 A. M.; 2 P. IC
ALL DISSSE.S CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

The Federal Depositinsurance Corporaiion
WASHINGTON, D. C.

'''$5000

$5000

Peoples Savings Bank

• Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
Termini! at SIXTH and MAIN

-C RAY LINES

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Phone 456

Murray. Ky.

lave, betutfiful au]!LOOM ill
011111Y1
Enjoy the cistinCtion of this fine Ibtel at ectrernelOow Cost
L Single si?° Double $2without Bath
Single

Double

Bath

NEWLY OPENED-THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER aiconditioned, always 7d

°TEL
ki

Doing business at the town of Hazel, County of CalloWit
State of Kentucky, at the close of business on
the 31st day of December, 3934.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts (including redisecttnita,
foreign hills, exchange,- drafts, bonds sold 4
with, banks'-indorsement and mortgages in
hands of trusteei..to'secure bond issues)...$ 14,252.39
U. S. Government Securities owned
6.25.00
(H. Q. L. C. Bonds)
60,464.15
Other'Bonds owned
NONE
Overdrafts
10,644.16
Due from State Banks
6,293.70
Due from National Banks
6,672.59
Actual Cash on hand
Banking House
Furniture and,Fixtures

1,000.00
945.00

LIABILITIES
$ 15,000.00
CApital tock paid in
-23,372.70
Deposits subject to cheek
Deposi4s (on which interest is paid, including .
1,826.48
, certificates of deposit) (regular)
40,097.81
Deposits due April 15, 1q5
20,000.00
Bin Payable

Total

Over 100 Suits up to
$22.50 values. All
go at one price.

Up to $22.50 Topcoats and Overcoats
to close out. Most
sizes, oxfords, grays,
and blues included.

$100,296.99

Total

Shos,

200 Men's Dress Shirts,
1 to 17. Regusizes 131/
lar values up to $1.50.
Close out price.

0

$100,296.99

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,,Sct.
We,,D. N. White and J. M., Marshall, vico•President
and cashier of the abuve named bank, do solemnly swear
that. the-above atatemeht is true Id the best of our knowledge and belief.—D. N. White, Vice President; J M. Marshall, Cashier.
Subscribed .and sworn to before Me this 8th day of
January, 1935:—Wm. B,..jitirstead, Notary Public. (My
1937):
commission expires Jantiary
• C. 1'. Allbritten, G. L'Craig, Bert Taylor, Directors.
.•
'21` 3;1
,
1:24-***
• ,
•

SUMACH

My Old Kentucky Home in Louisville

DFLS BAN!( OF HAZEL

anuary
Clearance
s1695
$1695
—geA WilMake our store your headquarters. Curlee Crot
son Bros. Shirts and Underwear, Bostonian Shoes-, Stetson and Portis Hats, Peters Diamond Brand Work Shoes,
Washington DEE CEE Overalls and Work Shirts. •

Graham & Jackson
• a..

• •sh.
46.14^-31,44111444•40—• .4.4*

sus
eriartieraduties in the
muary 3. The
named by the
J. A. Olive,
k will include
a complete the,

ire: Steve Duni. Charley 'Metompson, Brent
card, Raymond
I, Lowell Ed:et, Orbie Cul-

Where tenants and land- try to improve the pastures of this t
Tobacco Contracts Ready for crop.
The agent extends
lords divide the excess it should community.
be rendered unmerchantable before to all ah invitatton to attend the
ose Who Have Base, Agent Says it is removed from the farm. The meeting when Mr. Kenney exTobacfec0 growers that did that
sign cIantracts last summer can
sign ndmi if they have a base. The
base tSPtion,is the seine as it was
e old contract 'avers. The
for
new signers gap sell their base
poqn4s but they clq_not get paymen on the 1934 'crop. They beregular signer for 1935 and
Corn
20 per cent from their base
redu
and Otte payed for this reduction.
All Contract signers will be requid to reduce as much as 20
per cent in 1935. At a later date
the loeal committee may be required to measure the base acres
of these late contract signers to
determine their base due to the
fact that acres ire hot considered in the amount of tobacco a producer 'may sell of his 1934 crop
tmder the stew cootiect.
New
signers should exercise care in giving in their acreage and produc-

IUDDY!

T

tion to be sure they are right
This may save some embarassmeet when the acres are measured.
Disposition of 1934 Excess Tobacco
It has come to the attention of
the county agent that some contract', signers are selling in excess of their allotment, or they
are allowing the excess to be sold
by tenants and others. -This is in
violation of the contract and one
is liable to the Internal Revenue
Department for all the tax on
this 1934 crop. and not only that
because they will cancel the contract and make the violating producer return all benefit payments.
Each contract signer will be required to certify before receiving
the 2nd adjustment payment that
the pounds
-Off- ME-Market;
Mg card represents all of the tobacco sold off the farm in the 1934

Mother..

Your Car

Garage

it's goocll4

NT. 300
tier Square
Ev.

1•11111111•11111111Pv

111•111

WilStethoes,

)n
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nerators
County

contact signer is responsible for
all the tobacco and if the excess
is lacer sold it is in violation of
the contract.'
Let this be a warning to. each
contract signer if he does not Want
his contract violated. Do not let
your allotment card be used to FOR SALE-roller top desk for
sell tobacco not grown on your office. Perfect condition and will
farm. Outside sgles will violate sell reasonable. Mrs. Geb. GatYour allotment lin. Phone 143-R.
J17c,
your contract.
card cannot be certified if you
WANTED-man with car. Route
have violated it. not
but
i experience preferred
necessary. Rawleigh, Dept. KYANew Corn-Hog Contracts
J31p
181-M. Freeport, Ill.
The 1935 corn-hog contracte,,will
be ready for signing in February. WANTED-To re-rubber your bugThe base years are for 1932 and gy. 'Best grade of Goodyear rub1933 and the reduction in hogs ber used. $2.00 per wheel. J.
will be 10 pee cent with a pay- Cecil Beaman, Murray, Ky., opment of $15.00 per hog that is re- posite jail..
J24c
duced.and a reduction of 10 to 30
seed,
95
corn
SALE
-broom
-FOR
per cent for corn with a• payment
ef-33C-"per"- 15iis1tel-Ifilit is rechited." - per cent- gerMination. Smut treatThose who wish to sign the 1935 ed and grown this season. Square
corn-hog contracts that do not Deal Broom Shop, East Main at
J3lp
have a 1934 contract, should be Railroad crossing.
getting their evidence ready so
LARGE NATIONALLY KNOWN
they will be ready to sign the conMANUFACTURER will start you
tract as soon as it is offered. The
in business tor yourself, selling
1934 contract signers will be redirect to farmers. We furnish
quired to re-sign but may use the
nearly everything. Many make
same evidence that they had for
$30 to $40 weekly profits. Steady
1934.
repeat business. Write quickly.
G. C. HEBERLING COMPANY
Farm and Home Week
Dept_ L-31, Bloomington, Ill. J10c
The county agent has received a
copy of the program for Farm and FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnished or
Home Week held in Lexington, unfurnished, modern conveniences.
January 22 to 25th and will be Mrs. R. H. Maddox, South Ninth
glad to show it. la ashy interested street.
Itc
person. Response to the invitaold
Hereford
FOR
SALE
-year
tion to go is exceptionally good.
It is almost certain two ,gar loads bulls $30 and $50. Johnston Bros.,
ltp
will go from Calloway county. Benton, Ky. Route 5.
Arrangements can be made for
housekeepWANT
-lady for
more if you will notify the county
ing. Elderly lady preferred. See
agent or his secretary.
Mrs. Ed Utterback 422 North
ltja
Fourth St.
The county agent has made arrangements for Ralph Kenney, .of FOR RENT-three room apartthe agronomy department ..of the ment, new kitchen, after Feb. 1.
experiment statipn at Lexington Being papered arid• decorated at
to come to Calloway' county the expense of $200.
Near High
week of January 28th -to February school on Ninth between Poplar
I. Mr. Kenney will spend most of and Main streets. Very desirable
his time on pastures and pasture location. Garage available. See
programs. The county agent feels J. C. Calhoun.
1tc
this would be a fine opportunity
for farmers to avail themselves WE WANT TO BUY a saw mill.
with the work the Experiment Sta- Price must be right. Cash is
tion has _ done with pastures and ready. Finney & Hays. , First
Nat'I.-Bank Bldg.. Murray, Ky. lie

CILASSIIIfil IEID
AIDWIR)TISINN

Week End Specials

PURE

MILK

SUNBURST
A Well Balanced Food
Bright sparkling eyes, rosy cheeks and straight,
sturdy little bodies tell the wise mother .that her
children are getting plenty of pare, wholesome
milk. It's the most important food-and it's so inexpensive!

Murray Milk Products Co.

Call Phone 24 or 25
2-10e Packages Figs
15e
No. 2% Can Peaches
14c
No. 2% ,DelMonte Can •
Peaches
20c
Evaporated Peaches, lb. 10, 12%e
Large Florida Grapefruit _ 5, Sc
Pink Meat Grapefruit
Sc
15 lb. Pk. Potatoes ____ 16 or 2.2e
24Th Bag Guaranteed Flour „. 82c
24Th Xtra Fine Flour
$1.00
4 Packages Jello
25c
Ilh Bulk Cocoa
9c
2lbs. Mothers oCcoa
19c
3 lbs. or 3 boxes Raisins
24c
White Jaw Meat .._ _ 11 or 12%c
50Th Can Pure Lard
$6.95
lib Chocolate Candy .....
10c
Quart Grape Juice
29-34,
3 Cans Mackeitel
25c
1
28 oz. Can Pork and Beans
10c
3 Phillips Small Can Pork
and Beans
. 10c

Telepherte-191

Svvanns Grocery

FOR SALE-2 unfurnished rooms,
fireplace. Couple preferred. See
Mrs. Oren Keys.
Itc
HAY FOR SALE-Jap. Red Top
and Soy Bean. Nevin Wall, Hazel
Route 3.
F28c

ps,pR

SALE-50 0. I. C. hogs, including 5 bred sows. Shoats of all
kinds. All purebred but none
registered. Shoats weigh 60 to
100 lbs. C. W. Drinkard.
J24p

ROOMS FOR RENT-unfurnighed7
South 4th. St. Phone 364-W, D.
•
ltp
C. Smith.
WANTED-I want your quilts to
quilt, as low as one dollar: where
use more than one spool 75c per
spool.
Mrs. L. E. Hughes, in
front of Air Port on Mayfield
lip
road.
LOST-man's Pigskin Glove Sun,day night. 50c reward. Return
to Harry Heath.

GRETA GARBO and HERBERT
MARSHALL, in "The Painted Veil"
at the Capitol Tuesday and Wednesday.
plains better pastures. The piliCe21
of meeting will be announced in
this column later.
J. T. Cochran,
County Agent

:Ill give? And- de we stop to
think what a happy spiritual life
e will' have after our holy matrimony isrith Christ? Again do we
stop and think when we see a
beautiful girl, or a „handsome boy,
that God created them in His own
image? When we think or say,
how beautiful, do we stop and
realize how beautiful God is in all
His shining glory?
So Much
so that mortal man cannot look
upon His being. When we look
upon all the gorgeous scenery of
(hit world, do we stop to give God
the praise for creating these magnificent things; feasts for our eyes?
Do we stop to think, that we
with our puny efforts, could do
nothing should God; take from
this world His ornnipettent power?
We have joys and happiness in- this
world below, but we also have
sorrows, and troubles to counteract. Why not then oast our eyes
to a higher, more precious, holy,
eternal happiness. It is easy, we
.have...a,small -part Think what a
great love God surely has for we
Insignificant mortals. Come let us
think of God more often, praise
Him for our every thing, and trust
Him for all things.
-Contributed

Do We Ever Stop Scatter-Brain's News
To Think
(Arrived too /ate for last week)
Do we ever stop to think to
give God the praise for all thlage
Both material and spiritual blessings? We can .stand quietly back
stage and observe the many unappreciative actors upon the stage
of life. We wonder how it can
be that we are acting, so long as
the 6reath of life remains in these
mortal bodies..and yet never realize or stop to think who created
these bodies that act, these voices
that speak, these ears, eyes, these
brains, these words we speak, and
most of all, the spirits that dwells
Within these temples of flesh.
We now step boldly out upon
life's stage into a sacred. scene.
_ We see a young girl exhibiting
a beautiful engagement ring, all
shining with, gold and diamonds,
to her girl chum. Her 'eyes are
almost as brilliant as'the diarrionds,
her face seems to animate all that
is near her, all about her seems to
radiate hope of future happiness.
She had to promise herself to
some one to .receive this hope of
happiness. She Was a part. of a
solemn covenant between herself
and another. Shouldn't our faces
our every action portray our hope
of eternal happiness after we are
spiritually
engaged to
Christ?
After we have lain all upon the
altar of love, giving ourselves to
Christ, then our symbol of a happiness beyond comprehensicin is invisible, but far more valuable than
-any visible symbol of future happiness to mortals.
'In another scene, we see, a young
boy, a beautiful girl, and solemn
wedding vows. We exclaim, "How
beautiful and holy." Do we stop
to think to compare this earthly
sacredness with a far more beautiful, holy and sacred wedding
scene. Let us use strongly our
imaginations, and see Christ in all
hie shining glory. coming down
the celestial aisle, to mee His
beautiful, holy and righteous bride,
the Church. Look farther we can
see God the Father, ready to give
His blessings. And now can we
really imagine what a blessing He

•

Sorghum, good, gal. 39c
Salt, Table,
10-lb. cloth bag 17c
Laundry Soap, 0. K.,
25c
7 bars
Salmon Style Mackerel,
15c
2 for
Evap. Peach,3 lbs 25c
Evap. Prunes, 4 lbs. 25c
Beans Navy, 6 lbs. 25c
Peas,'
No. 2 can,
1Qc
Seet ....
Raisuts, 15-oz. hoz. 9c
Peanut Butter, pt. 13c
Pepper, black, bulk,
25e
pound
Pepper, red, bulk,
pound , ......•. 30c
Anti-Skipper Compound, 50c size 45c
Paying for Shelled
corn 80c, and 85c bu.

Cranberries, lb. .
21c
Lettuce, nice size
Sc
head
•
9c
Celery, Jumbo
Cocoanuts, any size 5c
Molasses, New Orleans,
73c.
pure, gal.
Candy, Choc. Drops ,
or mixed, lb. .
10c
Candy Bars,--kc*ze,
•.3 for
10c
Cheese, full cresns;
pound
18c
Cocoa, Mother's,
2-lb. box
19c
15c
Onions, 4 lbs. for
Scoca, bulk, 4 lbs. 55c
Peaches, No. 2 1-2
size can
12 1-2c
Apricotii; Del Monte,
2 1-2 size can . 20c

NOW! BUY THAT PIANO
=Mg
WIVE FOR MONIIILT111111161

•••

10,
•II

Mackleion's
LOUNVILLS.
pp.Ar-osuitifts-Evir
vow Art,a Am •!SUM
4.0 94.07110.4 IWO&

WHITE WAY
MARKET
----Saturday Specials

H. CARTER

Ten Years Experience

Octagon Washipg Powder,
Sc
2 for
1-lb. box Crackers ... , 12c
20c
2-lb. box Crackers .
50c
10 lbs. Sugar
7c
Rib Roast, lb.
. 9c
Chuck Roast, lb.
Queen of West Flour $1.00
25c
Irish Potatoes, peck
95c
Lynn Grove Flour
Sc
Nice Grapefruit
. 50c
New#Sorghum, gal.
Coal Scuttles, 35, 45 and 50c
1000-sheet roll Toilet
Sc
Paper
1-lb. can Hersheys Cocoa 15c
1 lb. Mother's Cocoa.. 15c
17-qt. Dishpan, blue
49c
enamel
12-qt. blue enamel
49c
Water Pail
6-qt. blue enamel
49c
Teakettle
49c
:
Stewers
.
1 nest of 3

FAIN & BELL
Telephone 85
.WE DELIVER

r '
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
100-Lb. Bag $1.10

15-Lb. PECK
17c

POTATOES
POUND

4`

NEW TEXAS CABBAGE
GOLDEN YELLOW
BANANAS

15c

DOZEN
126 Size

DOZ. 39c

CALIFORNIkNAVEE ORANGES

FLOUR

KELLOGG'S

CORN FLAKES

THRIFTY
24-16. sack . . 79c 2 PACKAGES FOR
AVONDALE
"
C.24
CL11.1-3.Bsack . . 83c

CHOICE HAND PICKED
95c
POUNDS FOR

1
.3c

PINEAPPLEGrated, Crushed or
Broken Sliced n„,
LI -

2LiTi4:

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Four hundred and seventy-iwp
Clark county farms prochices abotit
5,300 litters and raises 15,000 hop
for the market yearly.

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

WEEK END SPECIALS
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
25c
VEAL 'CHOPS,lb.
15c
2 lbs. BEEF STEAK
25c
2 pounds SAUSAGE
25c
PORK HAM,half or whole, lb
18c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
15c
pound
9c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.'
7c
SMOKED BUTTS, lb.
15c
LARD,lb.
15c
FRYERS,Dressed, lb.
25c
HENS, lb.
20c
SALT BUTTS, pound
12/
1
2c
Kansas City Steaks
Fresh Oysters -

Mrs. Miller Marshall of Hazel,
Mrs. Carl Marshall of near Blood
River visited Mrs. Hugh Shipley
Friday.-Scatter-Brain.

Oh! Now I am going to pull one
on "Eagle". I am a new correspondent I know he doesn't know
me. T9 be honest. I hardly know
him. Keep mumb, don't let him
know me.
Weddings in our
community
were not very heavy with only a
few I know of. One of much
AT RILEY -RADIO CO. EVERY
interest was that of Mr.- Raymond
WEDNESDAY
Tidwell and Miss Mabel _Steely.
Mrs. Tidwell is the teacher of the
-PHONE 107Green Plain school while Mr. Tidwell is an accomplished painter
W.
and decorator. Many join to wish
the young couple happiness - and
DIAGNOSTR1CIAN
success._ Another was that of Miss
Matrey Lee' Grubbs and Mr. Everton Dodd. Mrs. Dodd is from
Henry county, Tenn., and Mr.
Dodd is from the Locust Grove
community. Miss Opal White and
Chest Colds
Mr. Rudy Paul Eirorner .,.of Detroit.
Don't let them get a strangle hold.
Mich. Mrs: Bromes is the daughFight them quickly. Creomulsion comter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob White.
bines 7 helps in one. Powerful but harmMrs. Ruby Manning and chilless. Pleasant to take. ;io narcotics:. Your
dren of near Elm Grove visited
own druggist is authorised to refund your
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Adams during
money on the spot if your cough or cold
Christmas.
is not relieved by GreomulsiOn. (adv.)

NAVY BEANS
7

HIGHEST Q1 Atrn
and LOA EST PRICES
SUGAR,Pure Cane, 10-1b; bag... 47e
BAKING POWDER,Snow King,
11c
10c size; 2 for
APPLES, Cooking or Eating, peck 25c.
TOILETSOAP, Snowflake,
15c
4 large bars for
COCOANUT, Shredded, sweetened,
21c
pound
FLOUR,48 lbs. Hamlet S. Rising $1.85
WASHING POWDER, Gold, Dust
or Octagon, 2 for
Sc

Miss Ruby Williams of Nashville,
Teenn., visited her mother and
sister, Mrs. Vlilliarna and Mrs.
Edgar Adams and family.
The community will lose and
gain many- neighbors and friends
who will move in and out. One
loss will be that of Mr. and Mrs.
FL B. ChriSman when ,they move
to 'north of Murr. .
Mrs Myrtle Walker and daughter shopped in Murray Monday,
transacted business, and visited
friends.
Mrs. John Alexander is much
improvea after being included on
the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Burton and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones .of
Paris, Tenn., visited with Mr. and
Mrs.,D7 A. Burton Christmas.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Wilcox
celebrated their Golden Wedding
anniversary Monday, December 24.
Many wishes go from the hearts
of their many friends for many
more happy years together.
-hew- roof has just-been--firi;
ished
on
the
Mason
Chapel
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Munie Steely -of
Hazel and Lunsford Rowland of
Pilot Oak visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hurtle St. John and Mrs. Steely
Wednesday of Christmas week.
News reached Mrs. Myrtle Walker from Bradenton, Fla., that her
mother, Mrs.
McLean, arrived
there safely.
Thomas Nesbitt, Jr., received a
very badly injured hand and arm
from a shot gun wound recently.

You Can Depend on
OUR MEATS
For Fresh, Tender
Quality
You're taking Ito chances on quality and satisfaction when you order your meats here! You KNOW
that you're getting the utmost in
delicrous,,fresh meat goodness-yet
oar prices are always moderate.

'

PEAS

24-1b. sack . 89c AVONDALE BRAND
LYON'S BEST
NO. 2 CANS FOR 25q.
24-lb. sack . . 99c 2

C. Club PANCAKE FLOUR
23c
5-lb. sack
Macaroni, Spaghetti,
25c
Sea Shells, 3 lbs. Elbows,
Gen. Elec. LIGHT GLOBES,
30 or 60-Watt, each . . 10c
TWINKLE DESSERT,,
All flavors,4 pkgs. . . . 19c
CON CARNE,
C. Club CHILI'
10c
can
Barbara Ann TOMATO
5c
can
- SOUP,

OUR SLOGAN IS:

JEWEL COFFEE,. 3 lbs. 55c
19c
Pound
Our Mothers COCOA-10c
1-lb. box
17o
2-lb. box
CATSUP, 14-oz. bottle . . 10c
DATES, 1-1b. Cell. Pkg 15c
C. Club SPINACH,
25c
2 No. 21/2 cans
FRUIT SALAD,C. Club. . . . . 19c
No. 2 can
23c
1
2can
No. 2/

10 POUNDSe
47`

SUGAR

2 POUNDS

25c

EATMORE OLEO

Better

POUND_ _

MEATS

SWIFT
'
S RADIO BACON
2POWIDA
ARMOUR
'
S BRICK CHILI

2 POUNDS

-ne _
27c

FRANKS OR BOLOGNA-

Shroat Bros.MEAT MARKET
Phone 211

Free belivery

MURRAY MEAT
MARKET

-

'e

BREAKFAST BACON

Incgrporated

JAMES BEALE, Mgr.

-

•
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LB 3C
30c

POUND
LONGHORN CHEESE

-PHONE 12
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- and Mrs. Wells Purdom enter- time and served as clerk of the I see a lot of planes in there.
And litue but is improving at this
tained members of tha Delta De- First Baptist church for over 30 so I hope Mr Roper, Gene Vidal's
writing.
partment at the borne of the lat- years. Mr. Churchill has also -bee.i bobs, will Jet him come on and tell
Members of'Locust Grove church
ter.
active
in
all city`-enterprises and us something about our new devel- had a nice prayer meeting Foin0C
Miss Desiree Beale gave interest- has served with distinction on opments in 'aviation. Tell vs just day.
ing character sketches from recent both the city _council and the what they're doing, because we're
Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander
-A. Met Wednesday
fiction and Miss Evelyn Lien re- 'Murray school board. He has also quite a bit behind."
are the parents of a new plow boy
The P. T. A. mei
. Wednesday viewed. "Dusk at the
Grove" by been in past years an active memborn the past week.
ber of the Murray Lodge F. & A.
January 9th: at the Samuel, Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chambers
NOW I . . . The story „of the strangest afternoon.
High School auditorium with Airs.' Mrs Graves sledd. a recent M. He is a ti:rector in the Bank
aild Mrs- Letha Chambers spent
----bride was given a shower of lovely of Murray.
love a mother ever had ... and the L. E Owen prsiding.
Sunday with Mr. anti Mrs. Luther
s
The old year has paesed and -Riley, Backusburg, week end bemisAllaneoul gifts.
The program -was given as
At the surprise dinner Wednesdisaster it brought! Don't miss itl
the new one has come in. Let us
A pretty salad plate was served day were his three sons
lows:
fore Christmas.
Ralph, make new
resolutions and strive
Twenty-one were present
"My Faith Looks Up. To Thee;—
Ronald W. and Max Churchill and
Mr. John D. Lawrence Is one of
to carry them out by the help of
Members.
several grandchildren.
A com- God
the oldest men in this section. He
and
see
if
we
can't
make
an
Prayer—W. B. Moser.
plete list of those present is:_lialph
will be 87 years of age FebrUray
Special -4Stitertainment— Thirst
Churchill, Mr,' and Mrs. Max improvement in the year 1995.
VIve sure are having a fine to- 25. . There are nine children in
and Fourth Grades under the diChurchill, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
the Lawrence family with John
rection of Misses Louise Swarm
Churchill. Ronald 'Jr.. Max Hor- bacco season and everyone is try- D. being the oldest at 87 and
ing
to
get
through
stripping
and
and Lula Holland.
ace
Churchill,
James
Mason
Wayne is the youngest at the age
"Our Grading System"—W. B.
Churchill. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. most everyone in this section will of 88. All the children are still
get
through
this
week
season
It
the
Moser,
Shelton, Mr. and Mrs. James Shelliving and the total of their ages
"Special Study Group for P. T.
ton. Mary 13. Shelton, Frances W. holds out.
is a little over 700 years old.
Christmas was very -dull in this
A. Work"—Mrs Penn Roberts.
Shelton, Billy Shelton, John S.
The Rev. Monroe Edwards is not
• • • • •
Shelton. Mr. T. E Brandon,- Mrs. section of the county with a few -so well as usua l. Mr Edwards is
Music .Department Meets
'Luther Richerson, Mrs. J. AL weddings, secretly, just- before the.--fa years at .44.. ikad_hi,s
holidays
Udell 'Watson 10Miss
Churchill,
past.
Miss
Margaret Graves, Mrs.
Mary Frances Tidwell; Lloyd Cun- 81
Moving seems to be the order of
Walter Blackburn. and Mrs. A.
ningham
to
Miss
Clara
May
TidWill Rogers Joins Vidal
F.Yaneey were heats liar the Dewell: E. S. Tidwell to Miss Moh- the day.
cember meeting of the Music DeIn Boost to Aviation ler. The couples went to Me- Mac Boyd was on the sick list
last week and had to have Dr.
partment which had been posttropolis, Ill., and were married
poned. on Tuesday evening at the
,Responding to 'Will Rogers' cor- about the first of December and Stark to call. Mr. Boyd was suffering with indigestion.
dial invitation' tb tell the Ameri- did not let their
Graves home on West Poplar.
parents know
Well, for fear this escapes the
can public about aviatirin progress any better until a day
Mrs. W. H. Mason was leader
or so before
waste basket Lazy Ned will ring
in 1935,, Eugene Vidal. director of Chriitmas.
and called for the following proUdell Watson, son of
off.--Lazy Ned.
aeronautics, department of com- Charlie Watson, Miss
gram which was most pleasing:
Mary --Franmerce, snapped the red tape -that ces Tidwell, the daughter
Violin Solo. "Scene De Ballet"
of Lynn FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHIJRCH
usually prevents government of- Tidwell; Lloyd
—Miss Mary Allison Badger.
Cunningham. son
ficials from appearing on com- of Claude Cunningham
and Miss
Vocal Solos: -My' Mother Bids
Sunday School next Sunday at
mercial radio prograras and pre- Clara May . Tidwell,
..an FAY WRAY• VICTOR JORY
daughter of 9:45 A. M.
Me Bind
My Hair", Hayden;
in The Court House
dicted that no New Year since Claude Tidwell: Ed
D,rected by Roy Vildham Ne
Tidwell, son
"Maiden's
Wish", Chopin—Miss
1920 has shown more promise for of Lynn Tidwell and
Miss Mohler
Glenda Sue McGehee,,
COLUSAIIIA PICTURE
advancement than 1935.
is a daughter of Mr. Henry MohPiano, Military Polonaise, ChoIn inviting Eugene Vidal to ap- ler. These couples are of fine
pin—Billie Pollard.
pear''with the Gulf R-3/40 Head- families in our community and
Piano, Chopin Waltz—Miss Raliners, Will Rogers, the .previous their many friends wish for them
chel Hood.
week. said: "I've been in communi: success and a happy 'and prosVocal Duet, "My Little Star":
cation with Mr. Gene Vidal. He's perous life.
Pouce—Miss Lillian Watters_ Miss
Has Surprise_ Birthday Dinner got a great deal to do with out
Mrs. Ophie Watson has tonsilJuliet Holton.
Murray's oldest business man. J. commercial aviation in WashingPiano, Nocturne. 'Chopin—Mrs.
H. Churchill, celebrated his 75th ton now. and I've been trying to
Hall Hood.
get him to tell me something
Delicious
refreshments - were 'birthday at his home on South about it. I'm
going to invite him
Twelfth streei"Wednesday. A surserved. •
to come on the air because I think
Visitors were Mrs. H. I. Sledd, prise birthdaY .'dinner . was given they have
some plans for new
Mrs. Diltz Holton, Mrs, John Row- him by his ihree.rie.M.AratElcilil-,1 planes.
He's .the gentleman who
S
%
*tS
Jett, Mrs. C. I- Sharborough, Mrs. dren and other relatives,
has been trying to get an airplane
Mr. Churchill is "hale and company
J. H. Brankh,,Miss Carrie Allison,
to develop a plane that
Tile' January meeting will be hearty" for a man of his years and sells ,for
about seven or eight
held
a
retains
modern
distinctly
view
next
Tuesday
evening at the
1111/1
"
hundred dollars so that everybody
VICTOR
Th• most ambipoint with an appreciation for adhome of Mrs. W. H. Mason.
can have one.
tious full-length
HERBERT'S
van-cement and progress and is to,
fe•tur• ever
"The Gulf Company that 1 work
congratult4ed
immortal stag*
be
Home Department To
on his health .and
m•d• by the
SUOCIDISS COM*.
outlook at these years. He still for have been greatly interested
Meet January 17th,
not•dproducer,
to this. scr••n
spends r9uch of his time at the J. in aviation„ and not just in trying
HAL ROACH
with all its won.
The Home Department will meet H. Churchill funeral home aild as- to peddle some gas. I'd like to
derful music, its
January seventeenth at the home sists in the conducting of the
sp•ctacle and
of Mrs. H. T. Waldrop. Hosts business which was turned ,over
qrandieui—
are Mrs. C H Bradley. Mrs. IL T. to his son, R. W. Ch;=6:o
be SMART„ and
rrs
plus the inimitable an- • Walctrop, Mrs B. F Berry. and active management se
glasses VARY in style as
Mrs.
C.
ISharborough.
tics of the
ago,
cities wearing apparel.
••• • •
world's faMr. Churchill has been in 'busivorite comDeltas Have January Meeting
ness here some 48 years and -began
dy t•sib!
On Tuesday evening. MIS. ;.„Roy business in 4885 on the coiner
WE STOCK THE MOST
•
FASHIONABLE
now °Coupled by the First National
Stewart, Mrs. Tore
t1 GrahamBatik and moved a few- nate
FRAMES
1.ter to the South Side Of the
square and later-built the present
building that the 'funeral blime
now ..oseuldes--Bleep. Pimply SIdn, get quick
Over Lee & Elliott
Mr. ChUrchill has been active in The only exclusive Paint and
relief with ADLERIKA.,TharA
chui-ch work for most of his _lifeWallpaper Store in town
ough action, yet gentle, safe.

.

A Pi

aja

IL

.. e. T.

TODAY AND FRIDAY

Kirksey Kinklees

MAY
R OTS N

Celebrates His
- 75th Birthday

It is hoped to cele ate Young
Peoples Day on Febr ry 17 in
the afternoon at 3. u'cl k in the
iit he college
smaller atidliorturieprepared
with a beautiful progr
by the Board of Christ n Education of the Preabyteriarli church.
A committee composted of Pro.
Forrest C. Pogue, chairman, Miss
Carrie Allison, Mrs. J. C. Starr,
Prof. F. D. Mellen with Pi'nf. L. R.
Putnam in charge of tte ranee,
has been requested to arange for
this affair. Fuller detaiL will be
announced as soon as jthey are
worked out.
J. C. Barr; M Wier

Not Everyb dy
Calloway cou tv suffl
scribes to the Ledger
& Times hut nearly
yrryPody reads it!
Clearing creek channels in Knox
county resulted in a production of
50 bushels of corn tcs the acre on
land that formerly produced little.

Saturday

TIM McCOY
-in "The Square
Shooter"

•

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

VICKS COUGH DROP

Patrons of Water
r Light CO.

90 MINUTES OF LAUGHSIN THEIR NEW
FULL-LENGTH FEATURE PICTURE!
cogikR

•
•

Ingredients of Vidor
VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form

"'inn. Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.
Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.

WHAT!

Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save embarassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

GLASSES

.'can

One-Third Off on all
1934
WALL PAPERS

MURRAY PAINT &
WALL PAPER CO.

onstipation
ibrig="11=eruita

with

CHARLOTTE.HENRY • En•caidAbi GUS )(Er
PLUS--

Here is how Thedford-s Black.
Draught proved helpful to Mr.
Archie W. Brown, of Fort Green,
Fla.: "I have taken Black-Draught
when I have felt dull from overeating or eating too hurriedly," he
writes. "Small doses right after
meals rid me of ga-x--3 and heavy
feeling. I am a great believer in
Black-Draught."
Thedford's BLACK-DRAUGHT
Purely Vegetabla Laxative

WILL

:

: • :

:

Kentucky

4

Presenting

"Full Feeling"
After Meafs

"NOSED '
OUT'
vi0MAN

Murray

ADLERIK

Dale, Stubblefield &
ruggists,
--in Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co,

IRVIN S. COBB
n TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

DR. T. R. PALMER

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.

Two New

•

MUMMIES WM TUX SYILL-P.•

CHEVROLETS

:THE BEST
ORCHESTRAS

9

.

I;

in the two lowest price ranges

er.
ri

1

0555,15 ADVEXTISIIMILAYT

THE NEW
STANDARD CHEVROLET

EVERYWHERE
are accessible to the owners of the modern radios...
THE

LOWEST-PRICED SIX
UNUSUAL ECONOMY
FLASHY ACCELERATION

Chicago, New York,
London, BeTIlh . . and
programs of every Mature
'are at the command of.tht.
owners of.the short and
'long wave lets.

PAINTED
VEIL
•
with
HERBERT MARSHALL
GEORGE BRENT

The—fieesident-Vanishes"

23a; MORE POWER
for Gateway and Hill-Climbing

BIG, ROOMY BODY BY FISHER
SMOOTH, POWERFUL BRAKES
BLUE-FLAME VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

Enteftainment is never
lagging . . jazz tnusiC,
symphony orchestras, police catts, ball games,'andat any hour __-_

465

. VIA RADIO

Bing Crosby, in ?Here is My Heart"
&Tiger Rogers, in "Romance in Manhattan"

The world's finest,. yet
cheapest, entertainment
for the country home as
well as the wired home.

-Gable ... Crawford... Montgomery
- in WIPIFteiiriSIG ALL OTHERS"

JOHNSON-FAIN
MUSIC CO.

,NNI) E.T. ISO price of New
Standard Roadster at Flint.
$465. With bumpers,
spare tire and tire lock, the- "
peke is $20.00 addition:

at Prices subject to changer% ghoul notice.

llEVROLET presents the
finest cars aptl biggest values
that Chevrolet has ever offered.
The New. Standard Chevrolet ..
styled in the traditional Chevrolet
manner which has proved so
popular. And the new Master De
Luxe Chevrolet . . beautifully
streamlined ...the Fashion Car of

C

cnEvaoLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICIIIGAN
Compare Clooaradalle.. derissrad wit. naivety GALA AL swam. A emrol Moen Var,

NOW ON DISPLAY
/CHEVROLET

1.f"

NEW STREAMLINE STYLING
TURRET TOP BODY BY FISHER

••

KNEE-ACTION
LONGER WHEELBASE
ROOMIER BODIES
SPEED, POWER, ECONOMY
BLUE-FLAME VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

$560

AND UP. List price of Master De Luxe Coupe at Flint
Mich., $580. With hampers,
sre tire and tire lock, the
list price Is $25.00 additional. Prices are subject to
change without notice.

-

7
_

'
7411,...
‘

TELEPHONE 97

•
74.•

1.

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
.
uealk4re

...vek-,—rterstritAvadincriteTrarr2V-APPier-.,

THE NEW
MASTER DE LUXE CHEVROLET

CHOOSE CHEVROLET° FOR QUALITY AT LOW COST
WEST MAIN STREET

_

the low -price field. Both of these
cars are powered by the improved
Master Chevrolet engine. Both
give remarkable new performance
—and both are even more economical to operate than previous
Chevrolets. See these - neli jars
and you will choose Chevrolet for
quality at low cost.

'
74=

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

_
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CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,864, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

BANK OF MURRAY
STOCKH'DRS MEET

•

ao.

Louisville Hunters
,Fly Here for Visit

Tear-Drop Car Here on Test Run
Maybe It's the Car of Tomorrow

-*
(1/1 a year in Calloway,
$1.
Marshall, Graves,Menry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere In
a State of Kentucky.
$1.50 the

$2.00 oati:Lartilto

. ems
ayboavdedr
an

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY MEWL

PEOPLES BANK
ADDS DIRECTOR

Volume CIII; No. 2
To War on Outlaw.
Insurance Companies

FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 4-DeAviation is coming into its own
E. J. Beale and W. P. Pritchard in Murray and the new Municipal
daring
that the solicitation of inOnly Change In Setup at Meeltifig
Named as Directors; Officers,
Airport is beirse- Put to use. Last
surance for unauttorized compaof Stockholders Tuesday; W.
Other Directors Same.
week, for the first time in history,
P. Prichard Named.
nies by unlicensed agents has
visitors flew into Murray on an
grown." to alarming proportions,
Rey, W. P. Prichard and E. J. outing. '
The Peoples Bank, at a meeting
Insurance Commissioner
G. B.
Beale were named to the board
They were Major John C. Benof the stockholders Tuesday afterSenff announced today that he was "
Jr.,
nett..
commander
of Bowman'
of directors of the Bank of Murnoon, named W. P. Prichard 1c,
- ---Us a
_:•
gativertng
serve on the board of directors.
--ray 'at a meeting of .the stock- Field. Louisville, Lieut. Pat Mortermined war on outlaw compagan. and Jim Easenger. also. ot
The officers and directors remain
nies attempting to do business isa
holders, Tuesday. They fill the Bowman field. While in Murray
the same as they were after the
Kentucky.
vacancies created by the deaths of they were guests of C. H. Lockett
organization. '
•
"Beginning January 7 ell"plan
the late E. S. Diuguid Sr., and the and City Clerk Charlie B. Gro•The officers of the bank were
a cencerted campaign to mood up
lite Nat' Ryan Sr. W. P. Prichard gan and the party did considerable
pleased with the.speeting as some
the agents of these corapaniei,
was lso named second Trice-oresi- bird hunting.
800 of a 1000 shares of stock was
and we will not rest until the last
dent, newly created office.
Major Bennett and Lieut. Morrepresented. The officers and staff
one is behind the bars of-a county
The officers are: W. S. Swann, gan flew down Thursday while
are: T. H. Stokes, president; R H.
jail," Commissioner Serif! declared.
president: Treaman Beale, vice- Mr. Essenger came down Friday.
Falwell. vice-president; L. D. OutIt is enough that this is- a direct
president; W. P. Prichard, second They returned to Louisville Saturland, vice-president; C. H. Jones,
violation of our state laws.. and it
vice-president; George Hart. cash- day afternoon.
chairman of board; • Leslie Ellis,
is damnable that these vultures
ier;
L. Dunn. assistant cashier.
Murray had a glimpse Monday mobiles the design permits an 'n- vice chairman of
board; W. G.
should prey upon Kentuckians
The directors are;
of what cars will doubtless look crease in speed of 10 to 15 rrilleis Miller, cashier; Erie Keys,•assistant LAUREL and HARDY and CHARLOTTE HEN 1111, hi "BABES IN TOYleast able to pay-the poorer
W. S. Swann, George Hart, Max
LAND," at the CAPITOL THEATRE SUNG41 and MONDAY.
like five or six years hence. It an hour. It has an unusua ly cashier; V. H. Clark, assistant
people who must buy cheap insura
cashB. Hurt, L. N. Moody,' Frank Beawas the tear-drop car of the Me-. large number of instruments.
ier; Mrs. Vera Rogers, bookkeeper.
ance if they are to have any:
man, J. D. Sexton, Tremon Beale,
Quay-Morros
Company, of St." Several local'ffiechanics attendThe board of directors: A. F.
"I am asking the assistance of
UNION GROVE CHURCH
M. T. Morris, L. L. Dunn.- Dr.- F.
WASHINGTON. Jan. 7-Presi- Louis, a
manufacturer 'of auto ed a district meeting held in Pa- Doran, Leslie -Ellis, R If.
Falwell
the newspapers, authorized compaOF CHRIST
E. Crawford, L. E. Wyatt. J. H. dent Roosevelt's today estimated parts, which was here on -a test ducah Tuesday night at which
E. B. Houston. C. H. Jones,' E. -Anies, Kentucky agents, and the inChurchill, M. 0. Wrather, Rev. W. in his budget message that:
. run at request of local customers. sound films were used to illustrate Moore, r. G. Neale, J. A Outthese
public in driving
Bible study Sunday morning at suring
P. Prichard, E. J. Bealtr.
The Treasury
win collect 43 , The company has six cars on the the talk and demonstration of the land, L. D. Outland, T. H.
StokeS,
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 7-Ken- 11 o'clock and peraching by Elder bootleggers out of our state. There
The assistants for the coming cents for every dollar it spends road and they are shaped just like car.
T, Waldsop, Rev. W. P. P.rich- tucky's
political -battle of the L. H. Pogue at 11 o'clock. All are 448 companies operating legalyear will We named at the Feb- this fiscal year and 47 cents next their name, "Tear Drop". Built
George E. Leutwiler, test engi- ard,
century" reached a climax today members are urged to attend and ly in this state with sound policies
ruary meeting of the board of year.
on chassis of popular priced auto- neer, was driving the car here.
as Gov. Ruby Laffoon dismissed make this a newt useful meeting. and, contracts and with assets of
directors.
The'deficit will be $4.869,000,000
more .than $21,000,000,000.00.
his arch-foe, Ben Johnson of
L. H. Pogue, Minister
this year and $4,528,000.000 next.
Bardstown, as chairman of the
The national debt will total $31,Miss -Jewell Hill who has been
State Highway Commission and
000.000,000 at the close of this
Report of the Condition of the
connected with Famous-Barr in
appointed in his place Chester W.
year and $34.239.000,000 at the end
St. Louis . for the past several
Adams
of
Valley
Station, Jefferof next year.
months returned to her home Wet
son county. The dismissal was
The W.•0. W: Independents of
Total expenditures this year will
Sunday,
Tigres
Play
"for
- Close, Defensive' Game
cause deemed sufficient" by
Lynn Grove defeated the Sedalia be $8,581,000.000, total receipts $3,Little Miss Joyce Mal Hill re
With Stubblefield Leading
the Governor.
doing business at the town of Murray, County of Calleway,
five at Lynn Grove Friday night 711.000.000 -..total borrowing* $4..turned to her home in Mayfield
Simultaneously,
Scoring.
counsel
fo r
by the score of 37-27 in a fastI606,585.460 with "regular" expendiState of Kentucky, at the close of business on
after a few weeks visit here with
Johnson announeed that the long
game with tiler former Lynn GroVe tures of $3,221,000.000 alnd reed-very
the 31st day of December, 1934.
her grand parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray High Tigers topped legal fight of the veteran BardsHigh stars out shooting the visit- and relief outlays of $3,260,000,000.
N. G.
the Tilghman Tornado 17-13 in town politician to avert political
Organized
ing five. The Independents s hive
Governing
Body Is
Total expenditures next year City
John Cohen, rural mail carrier the Murray gym Monday
, RESOURCES
night in decapitation under the state ouster
one of the strongest fives in this will be $9,&20,000,000, total receipts
There Last Monday
of Putyear, was in Hazel Sunday a closely fought.
defensive game. law had reached an end and would Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
section and hatre several games $3,992,000.000, borrowings $3,788,Night.
afternoon.
The Tigers presented real de- not be carried to the Federal
foreign bills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
booked and are seeking other en- 623.782, with "regular" expendiDr. F. E 6rawford of Murray
with banks' indorsement and mortgages in
organized visited friends in Hazel Sunday. fensives play with McCo,y leading courts.
gagements.
Hazel
city council
tures of $3,938,000,000 and recovery
in and with Stubblefield leading
Tonight, they
will meet the and relief outlays of $4,100,000,000. Monday night, electing W. E. Dick
hands of trustees to, see,ure bond issues).-..$ 37,242.54
A. L. Rhodes of Murray was in'
.the scoring for the Hollandmen.
Scarlet Aces, Mayfield. at Lynn
chairman of the board. The mem- Hazel on business Tuesday
U. S. Government Securities owned
48,816.31
mornThe Tigers led throughout with
Grove. The Scarlet Aces are exFayette county farmers bought bership is composed of E. L. Miller, ing.
Other
Securities owned
4,782.01 .
Tilghman
out
scoring
them on
pected 10 give the Independents 5,500 tons of limestone dust during P. E. Morgan. W. E. Dick. C. W.
Stockholders of the farmers long shots In the
Due from National Banks
118,009.68
final quarter.
their hardest game this season. the past year.
Curd, and E. M. Lamb. City mar- Bank of Hazel held their annual
18,039.60
,
shall, city clerk and treasurer will meeting in - Hazel Tuesday after- Scores by quarters: 4-0; 7-4; 17-6;
The Murray Tigers dropped Actual cash on hand
17-13. Both teams made one out
Exchange
Clearing
for
- 197.97
be -chosen later.
their
game
to
the
New
Concord.
Report of the Condition of the
.„ noon. The officers of this insti- of five charity throws.
Redbirds last Thursday night in Accruals
750.00
tution are H. F. Rose, president,
Murray took the opening tip off
Mrs. J. D. Nix spent last, Sat- J. R.- Miller, Vice-president,
and and Stubblefield sunk a basket' in the Murray gym 20-15 as the reurday in Murray visiting fziends. W. H. Miller, cashier.
sult of a second perioa lag in
Total "
$227,838.11
a few seconds and was followed
which the visitors scored 7 points
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle Wells and
•
Miss Hazel Jones who is teach- later by McCoy for
the first period and the Tigers failed
to count.
Doing business at the town of Hazel, County of Calloway, children of Logan W. Va., are here ing at Faxon spent the week-end efforts. Tilghman scored early in
LIABILITIES
.
The first • quarter ended 3-1 and
on a visit with Mr. Wells' parents, with her mother. Mrs. Alice Jones, the second;with
State of Kentucky, at the close of business
Davis making a the half 11-1.
Capital Stock paid -in
$ 25,000.00
The
Tigers
took
the
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Wells.,
The
J.
Bev.
E.
Underwood
of
jump shot. The' Tigers completely
on the 31st day of December, 1934
5,000.00 or;
floor in the third and scored 10 Surplus
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Edwards of Paducah was here Monday on swamped the visitiirs in the third
points to the visitors 5. The final Undivided Profits
87.42
Lexington. .Tenn., were in Hazel business.
with Stubblefield" Faughan, and
quarter was played in even style Deposits subject to check
RESOURCES
Mrs. Sarah Baker of Medina. Flora scoring. in rapid
161,094.51
last week visiting Mrs. Bettie
succession_
with both fives counting 4 points. Deposits (on which
Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
interest is paid including
James and daughter, Miss Libbie Tenn., is here for a several weeks Covington scored to give the Tigers
..
McCoy and Fatighn led the scorforeign bills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
, _ Visit in the home of her son. the their longest lead 13-4. West open
and other friends..
certificates of deposit)
-40,7-44.04 .
ing with five each while Blalock
Rev.
W.
A.
Baker.
with banks' indorsement and inottiages in
#
ed the visiting attack in the fourth
Mr. and Mrs., Wm. Hull and Mr.
2,136.6p
led the visiting' attack with 10 Savings Deposits •
hands o'f trustees to secure bond issues)...$ 59,244.32 and Mrs. Clarence Hampton of H. 'P. Waldrop. postmaster at with two long shots.
3,620.34
points and Young was in the Cashier's Checks outstanding
Murray, was in Hazel on business
Lineups:
U. S. Government Securities owned
3,450.00 Paris were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday.
play for 7 points.
Certified checks outstanding
155.20
Murray
Pos.
Turnbow
0.
Wednesday
B.
Tilghman
night.
Other'Bonds owned
4,000.00
McNutt
F
Lineup:
Ford
Overdrafts, unsecured
88.53 Dr. Daniels of the Mason HosTotal
$227,838.11
Covington 4
F
Pos.
Ogden Murray 15
Concord 20
Murray, was a Hazel visitor
Due from State Banks
14,904.25 pital,
McCoy
'3
C
F
Davis 3 Faughan 5
Blalock 10
Saturday night.
Due Trom National Banks
12,022.56 R. A. Bowden of Cottage Grove
Faughan 2
G
.---West 6 Flora
Wilkins 2 STATE OF KENTUCKY,
Actual Cash on hand
Stubblefield 6 G
5,244.46 was here Sunday.
Evans 2 McCoy 5
Winchester COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
Many piles of tobacco stalks are
Substitutes, Murray: Flora (2); Stubblefield 2 G
Banking House
2,500.00 Miss Inez Shrader spent the past
Bucy 1
We, T. H. Stokes and W. G. Miller, President and
to be seen lying outside tobacco Tilghman: Reed, Pace (2).
Covington 3
G
Young 7 Cashier of the above named bank, do
Furniture and Fixtures
500.00 week with her sister, Mrs. Kale barns exposed,
solemnly swear that
to
ranas.
A
large
Referee:
Deweese.
Substitutes,
Murray:
McNutt, the
Other Real Estate
7,471.70 Langston of Murray.
above statement is true to the best -of our knowledge
part of the nitrogen and potash in
Ward. New Concord: Shoemaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Lamb of
and belief-T.
tobacco stalks, as well as other
Stokes, President; W. G. Miller, Cashier
Dexter visited relatives near here
Total
parts of the tobacco plant, is sol1109.42_5:82 recently:Subscribed and sworn to before me thS 3rd day of
_
In a preliminary game the Hazel
uable in water.
Independent five defeated Camp January, 1935.-Erie Keys, Notary Public. (My commis.
The large stock barn of Marshall
A ton of stalks from dark, toMurray 25-23. The Camp led un- sion expires Jan. 30, 1938).
LIABILITIES'
Thompson's, which was destroyed
'
bacco
contains about 70 pounds
Miss Sunshine Colley, daughter til middle of second quarter when
Capital Stock paid in
$ -15,000.00 by fire, is being rebuilt
- ' -E. A,Moore, E. G. Neale, C. H. Jones, Directors.
of nitrogen and '80 pounds of pot- of Dr. and Mrs.
the
visitors
took
the
lead
which
L.
G.
Colley,
Undivided Profits, net
533.65 Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. Cosby ash. At 15 cents per pound for
ley.. is now County was never relinquished.
Deposits subject to check .
33,205.42 were guests of relatives near Lynn nitrogen and 5 cents a pound for Farmington,
Home
Demonstration
Agent of
Grove last week.
Deposits (on which interest is paid, including
potash a ton of Burley stalks is Bell County. Pineville,
Ky.'
Mrs. Altha Brandon is improved
-certificates of deposit)
worth $12.25 and a ton of dark
,
60,686.75 from several days illness.
Miss Colley taught foods and
Notes and Bills rediscounted .
nutrition in the home economics
NONE Miss Lillie Mai Lamb of Paris stalks $14.50.
are being received as department at Murray State
Bills Payable
,
NONE visited home people near town toInquiries
Colthe value of low-grade tobacco lege during the summer
Officers of the Murray Conof 1931
Sunday.
11.4
for fertilizer. One hut-Wrest p6unds and aided in the
organization of sumers Coal & Ice Co. were reTotal
$109,425.82 E. A. Moore was in Murray of low-grade dark leaf contain., the Smith-H
ughes course in the elected at a recent meeting of the
Thursday.
about 3.5 pounds of nitrogen and home economics' department.
Raymond A. Lamb of Kansas
Dur- board of directors.
4 pounds of potash. At the fore- ing 1932 and 1933.
she served as
They are: R. H. Hood, president:
City was a recent guest of relaSTATE OF KENTUCKY,
going prices these grades of leaf Interne in Dietetics
department at W. S. Swann. vice-president; Tretives here, Paris, and Dexter.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
are worth 61 and 72 'cents per 100 the Children's Hospital
of Boston, mon Beale. secretary-treasurer; M.
Owen' L., the little son of Mr.
pounds respectively for fertilizer. Mass, Miss Colley
We, H. F. Rose and W. II. Miller, President and Cashier and Mrs. Luther
has the appoint- L. Whitnell, manager; and Grover
Farris. has reFor
tcti
dressing
grass
and ment as County Home Demonstra- Wood James. book-keeper.
of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the covered from an attack of pneugrain, tobacco refuse should' not tion Aizent at
above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and monia.
Pineville, Ky., for
be -applied until just befdre or 1935.
COUNTY BOARD MEETS
Mrs. Lucy Thompson remains on
belief.-H. F. Rose, President; W. H. Miller, Cashier.
about the time spring begins.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of Jan- the sick list.
It- is not advisable to•use tobacWoodrow Hughes and W. F.
The Calloway county Board of
uary, 1935.-Wm. B. Mnstead,'Notary Public (My com- Lester Dunn has moved to the co Itittf..stalks or sterns as a fer- Francis
of Allen county averaged EducatrOn met Monday morning
home of his cousin, Miss Emma
tilizer for tobacco because of the $2.37 per ewe
mission expires Jan. j..3, 1937.
on flocks of 15 sheep for a short session. Only routine
Stone.
C. F. Page, J. R. Miller, E. W. Miller. Directors. Miss Ira Dunn afters-making her danger of transmitting disease.
each.
business was attended to.
The College' of Agriculture at
home with her brother, Marion
Lexington will send: upon request
Dunn on Route One for the past
a circular on the use of tobacco
year has returned to Hazel to sestalks and low-grade leaf as ferside.
tilizer. In most cases they should
Herman Doran of Murray was in
be supplemented with superphosHazel Monday.
phate to make: a balanced ferDave Redden of Mississippi was
tilizer.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Several Grayson county poultryMrs. W. D. Kelly spent Tuesday
men are raising winter broilers,
It is vitally important that you have a family phywith her sister near Conyersville,
of both the latest styles in
reports County Agent R. T. FaulkTenn., who is ill.
sician to rely on at all times in illness. Of equal'
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wilkinson of
. importance is the selection of a qualified pharmaFulton, gy., we iHaze1.MonJohn Stephens of Powell county
We do businem with pld established insurance
day to idsit Mr: and, Mrs.• Ezra doubled a yield of corn by using
co'gt on whom you can depend for accurate comct•Tripanies
only that effect an early and satisfactOry
Hughes.
lime and phosphate.
pouncking of your physician's prescriptions.

8 Billions Asked
for • U. S. Budget

Laffoon Gets Rid
of Ben 'Johnson

W. 0. W. Five Wins
From Sedalia 37 - 27

MURRAY HIGH TOPS
TILGHMAN 17-13

HAZEL NEWS

. PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK

W. E. DICK AT HEAD
OF HAZEL COUNCIL

Concord Redbirds 20,
Murray Tigers 15

FARMERS BANK QF HAZEL

•

Tobacco Stalks
Good Fertilizer

H.

Miss Colley Named
-Bell Demonstrator

Murray Consumers
Re-elects Officers

lb.

II

Physician - Pharmacist
,Patient

We
- solicit your, prescription work and invite you tocall -on us when in need, of any items that an up to,date
pharmacy may be expected to stock.
_

a

GreetIne Cards: To.
is some friend's
birthday. Remember
him pr her with an
DR MICA C O.
appropriate greeting ,
We have them.
At Your Service,-.--

•

CKY

POST HOLIDAY
DRESS SALE

INSURE YOUR LIFE'S SAVINGS
and Your Family's Future Happiness
with Safe, Sure, Dependable
Insurance

STREET DRESSES and
EVENING DRESSES

I'VE FOUND -VICKS
VA-TRO-NOL HELPS

PREVENT
COLDS

_
YES.. AND VfCKS
VAPORUB HELPS
SHORTEN
A COLD

',JUST A FEW DROPS
UP EACH NOSTRIL•

•JUST RUB ON
THROAT it. CHEST•

Follow VICKS PLAN for better CONTROL OF COLDS

_

Full details in ouch Vicks pocicooe

settlement in times of losses.
G. 13. Senff, state insurance commissioner, has
warned the general public against outlaw insurance companies,operating in the state .. ..unlawful
and generally'unsafe.

Manrdreisy numbers in street frocks
in just the material and"design you desire. Everything is new. • Nothing in
this shoppe over a few weeks old, yet
tbe price has been drastically reduced

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your
Insurance':

Regal DressShoppe

Frazee, Berry & hielugm
PHONE 331

MRS. H. E. JENKINS

GATLIN BUILDING
a . , •
5.
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wrong and sinful. That's their
self will provide a vast army of
agairist the legislature.
personal opinion and we respect
workmen employment.
it as we woulei like to have them
Science has not stood Will in the
Warden Logan forbade 4 wedBeakers everywhere, as welt as
Commadation of The Murray Ledger, The (Wive ay Tunes and Tbe Times respect ours.
last five yeieria Mangle for better
ding in the Eddyville pe . Percareful
business
men.
Herald October 20. MI
are
closely
As
it,
we
gee
no
person
has
a
things have besii pawed. The
Published By The Calloway County Publishing Co, !of.
haps he thought one sentence at
right tolmpose his will on another scrutinizine all the paper money_ upset in
ilorth Fourth Street. Murray, ay
. economies kas merely
• -1; unlegg it is
a time was enough.
to prevent a wrong. proffered them by patrons in pay- postponed 'some
of this. changes
Editor
Joe T. Lovett
should those who don't be- ment of accounts! This unusual which would
have been well on
Personally we think more of
eve in Sunday movies prevent care must needs be exercised be- their way
to adoption, Mr. Sloan
bantered at the rostoilloe. Murray. Ky., as second clam mall matter.
those who announce for a Goverthose who - do from attending any cause of the tact more than a
One "hasaenly tb know •
nor and a primary than of those
see, assmore than those who see no harm lion dollars worth of spur3 that the
population of the United
.
40
•
who did it the other way.
in them should coMpel those who money has Leers floated in the
1
States is about 130,000,000 people
1111EMBER
do to attend?
There's just as United States, and it IS being and that there a* about
30,000,000
found. everywhere, in the hands
The President denies payment of
homes together with the fact that
NATIONAL EDITORIAL much force iri a positive imposi- of .innocent persons who
meet
tion
as
in
a
negative
imposition.
the bonus would help business but
ASSOCIATION
American
people
changes
;adopt.
We do not defend Sunday suffer a loss when they discoese for the better
I know of about 300 veterans in
T CKY PRES
K
more rapidly and
1933 movies
on any moral grounds. We the money in their possession is readily than any
Calloway county, including' myother
in
the
ASSOCIATION
do not defend movies at any time counterfeit. Ttkis spurious money world, to
self, whose business it would help.
realize the significance
on moral grounds, Neither do we is beigut printed in the east and is of these
oar-Arius ••araii. ••
statements.
•
attack them on moral gorunds. neing• marketed in - the central
Congress introduces thousands
Subscript can Rates:—ln First Con
Private industry
and private
1 Dattnet and Henry and We contend that they provide a west. It is being bought for 30
SteWlia Ca
lies. Tenn.. $1.00 a year
of bills each session but the worst
$1.50 else-where. 82 00.
K u
initiative which have so couragethe
cents
dollar
on
and
is
being
Ada ertuguig Rates and informatioft about Calloway county market harmless Sunday
amusement to
Af'"AtNse L.
EOWARO Q. s
CC.
one is that which it presents to the
furnished
aooliattion.
crNs-41._
AlcVEY
'TA,
some who, denied it. would seek disposed of by %rooks who travel ously carried this country to
e1.04f,
-909Pleleadership
in
the
world
will
from
again
city
to
city,
making
small
other forms of Sunday amuseolder men brought out their first ment no better and perhaps much purchases of merchandise and pay- lead it out of the economic dolWe think the country is on the
ing for It with a spurious bill and drums if given a chance.
publication their rates were based worse.
right track when farm 'income
on-what- woven-Nutt time its cease - Before Sunday movies were remixing good- money in. Malaga. - There AIN timliorreiting days ahead.
STP--and the stoCk MiiNet
No community, large or
Our ctiildren and thcir children
mon 'usage, and as time went on operated in Murray. several of our
prices go down.
is
-safe
from
these
passers
of
will
as
commonplace what
accept
What is a fair adUertising rate rates were controlled in accord citizens motored to neighboring
for weekly newspapers? Some to the prevailing custom without towns to attend a'movie on Sun- counterfeit bills, and every mer- we are now shaking our doubtful
chant
should
exercise
especial
care heads. over,7-Republican-News, St.
cynic may sify it depends on regard to cost or other economic day. The next logical step after
denying them to attend Sunday in 'accepting paper money from Johns, Mich.
whether nod ate pUblishing, a conditions.
strangers,
and
especially
those
"In the meanwhile there has movies at home, if it is successnewspaper or buying space in
been a complete turn over ip ful, would be to forbid them going who make small purchases and
OPEN LETTER ON THE
one.
4
who want a big chunk of change.
PRIMARY
BaSically. of course, newspaper every line of business including else where for that purpose.
newspaper, but
publishers
We believe in the constitutional —News, Hillsboro. Ill.
advertising rates should be based the
Frankfort, Ky,
• on circulation. But that is only have suweeded in bucking the principle of "life, liberty and the
against any movement which pursuit of happiness" so long as
January 1, 1935
By Joe
partially si . fair criterion of what
/14e1/ 17.
• W.
Hon. Bailey P.,Wootton. Chairman
.C.W.
advertising it worth in any par- would disturb their rate structure, it doesn't injure the rights of
.02o fre.4..i.ce..
W
SErviraA,
State Central 'Executive Comtioular newapaper. Some- news- ,preferring to take oat luck, bank others. It is 0 personal matter
Lawrence,
-John
S.
editor
of the
mittee of the Democratic Party
papers are better: some are worm, on their commercial Printing and with each individual's own conCadiz
Record,
The
three first days of 1935
who died unexpectThe program of the 23rd annual Frankfort, Kentucky
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.. head .of edly in Paducah last week was one were bright and brisk. May the
Though in the long rurr circulation the good graces of the supply science whether attending Sunday
Farm end Home Convention 'to be
indicates a newspaper's value as houses to see to it that they got movies is sinful. - If it makes you General Motors, in a recant article, of the moat sincere and whole- whole year be the same.
held at the University of Kentucky My dear General Wootton:
an influence with Is readers in through the fog in some manner." worse, stay away. If it doesn't says that amazing changes and ex- some gentlemen it., was ever my
•••
•
A icultural Experiment Station
Are you one of the publishers hurt you. we see no reason why traordinary wealth and
selling goods or services, it often
'Proslier4t7"-pleasure
Make no
r.c s an
a
"sfe was-Toyai
e at Lexington January 22-23 is said
In due time your Committee will
hal:liens that a paper with L500 who is attempting to go through anyone should deny you your In- lie ahead. It will come, he says to his friends and charitable to Ledger & Times will print nOne.
to be the best ever arranged for meet to decide the reenner of
as
a " free-born, when people start to adopt the his enemies, and
circulation will deliver m-ore re- the "fog" with inadequate adver- hermit rights
•
•
•
•
he
had
thougathering
d
s
farm
annual
men
of
tising
rates?
selecting our nominees for the
American citizen.
changes which science has wrought sands of the former but a mere
sults than a paper with 3,000 cirWhen driving the best -car to and
corning state election. I most regates for local advertising, as'
in the .last five years. Economic handful of the latter. What he watch is the car behind the
culation_
car
Noted
speakers
the
include
Hon.
spectfully urge the Committee to
conditions have diverted their at- thought was right he supported in front of you.
A newspaper's worth. as--en ad- recommended by the N. E A'. are
M. , L. Wilson, assistant secretary call a Primary for this purpose. A
as follow:
tention. They have ignored what with _all his personality, intelli• svertising
medium
iclependS as
of agriculture; Dr. J. B. Hutson. great majority of, the Democrats
is going on in the • way of scien- gence and energy; what - he bemuch upon its content as the num- - For. 500 or less circulation. 25c
The old-fashioned mother who chief of the tobacco section of the want a Primary,, and if
they want
tific progress. Changes in houses lieved to be wrong„he fought with spent a great deal of her time
ber of copies' distributed to read- 'Ter 'SOO or less circulation. 26c
at Agricultural Adjustment Adminiss it, they are entitled to it, for,
—the
homes in which we live - every legitimate resource at his the spinning wheel :has a
ers lf it is filled with material For 700 or less circulation, 27
modern tratien; - Edward A. O'Neal? siren- after all. they are the Democratic
which are as great and as revolu- command. I never shall forget daughter who ha.:, four of
its subscribers like to read it's For 800 or less cireillation. 28c
them dent of thgrATherican Farm Bureau / Party.
Within a few days every one of tionary
as the change from the the summer meeting of the Ken- and a spare.
space is worth most to the adver- For 900 or less circulation. 29c Shelby County's eight banking
Federation; Dean H. W. Mumford
At an early date it is my purinbuckboard to the automobile are tucky Press at Paducah in 1931.
tiser than if it is_saaatii occupied For 1000 or. less circulation. 30c stitutions will have prepaed
' of the Illinois College of &entail- pose to announce for. the Goverand
; Though he had then been mite of
with matter that no_One is 'interest- For 1100 or less circulation. 31c published their semi-annual state- at hand.
The stars fell" on Pasadena New ture and
Experiment Station: norship. I am. not only willing,
These changes are:
For 1200 or less circulation. 32c ments,
the newspaper business for almost Year's Day instead of on Alabama. President Frank L. McVey of the but
ed in.
showing the itemized reanxious, to submit my claims
Air conditioning in homes, shops, twenty years. John pitched in and
• •.• •
For 1300 or less circulation. 33c
University of Kentucky; Mary A. directly,,t• the people, and I am
sources and liabilities to the penCirculation là far from the only
factories and office buildings. Tem- helped put the thing over in a big
For
1400
or
less
circulation,
34c
earthquake in
The
Southern Rokahr of the Home Economics sure every other candidate for
cost of producing a newspaper. It
ny.
The
financial • summings peratures and
humidity.
'can and manner. The meeting was ray re- California around the first of the Bureau
takes. obviously, twice as much For 1500 or less circulation. 35c are sworn to by a proper dificial
of the United States De- this office; or ,any other state ofare
being
controlled
by
new
For
2000
deor
less
sponsibility
circulation,
and without John's year was merely the tramp of the partment of Agriculture. And Mrs. fice, is
40c before a notary public-as to their
paper. press-work, folding and
willing to do' the same
vices.
Disease
breeding
dirt
For
and
2500
or
less
circulation, 45c veracity; the 'law is
assistance I would have been lost. herd of Red Elephants.- mailing tu distribute . to 3.000 subCharles. W.Sewell of the American thing. For the Committee to give
followed to dust can and are *ing removed
• • • •
—For 3000- or: less circulation. 40e
scribers as to 1.500. But the greatFarm Bureau Federation.
the letter.
Following the death of his disthe Democrats of Kentucky an
from the air one breethes. Many
A news item says that a.sigantic
est difference in costs is in - can- For 3500 or less circulation, 51c . The letin_persons ,
tinguished
brother, . Henry
R.
opportueitylly. nominate
their
Bisparag4
of
the
causes
of
discomfort/0nd
11.
new telescope will -Show houses Oil oiiier."—Glasgow Times.
The Ledger & Times'circulation
tent. '
Lawrence,
year
ago,
just
or
a
so
ticket through a Primary will do
the necessity arid usefulness of health can be controlled sS
; r John
the moon if there are any. Of
this issue is 2.739. According to
•
•
•
•
•
resumed
editorship
the
of
the
more than anything else to bring
Many so-caned features can be
a bank in a cominuelty. should
Houses of fabricated t4erists
the N. E. A. recommendation our
Cadiz sglecord.
N.e we's a wise. course there aren't any. EveryWeather outlook for congres- about party harmony.
purchased in plate or . mat forealize that dn. 1934 cooi3T, p banks which will be built in I
sIns able an fearless editor.
body
knows
that
'rate. should be 41c an inch_ Actualthe
man
on
the
It was a
sional session: Hot and stormy.
I am sending a sopy of this letfor as little as 25e a column. They
in the United Slated,Lellosed iheir and shipped- to the •user
•
moOn stays out all night.
ly it is More than 37• • •• •
, less, We aolirs. This
ter -taery member of the Com'
may be 'worth more but they are
is the lowest - num- tions represent another revoZ work he loved and he performed
are _charging the local Tate recom•
.
,t
•
4
its. ,duties in a way that never
The' letter "I" starts lots of sen- mitteed am releasing it to the
'nist expensive.: _Some people enber in the past fourteen years: tionary change.
Not only
"Lines are being drawn for the tences and is always in the middle press.
joy them and occasionally we use mended for -a newspaper having only seven - wit-the.-Wumber were substantial and vastly improved failed to reflect credit upon himbeen KG and 1.000 circulation. We
Trusting that you and your asthem for they ;have their place:
,members of the Federal Deposit houses be • obtained ,this way, hut sellitand honor upon his profession. Battle of the Bones on the Wash- of crime.
are -.giving our advertisers mort
• • an •
man ington front. The Commander-in.
John' Lawrence _wad- a
sociates will decide in favor of a
However, it is our obsereaTron
Insurance Carporation under which the time element- required
tit in the all the different good
than three timtk that arip§h 81..cCUWays the Chief of the Army and Navy on
A,state legislator has field suit Primary,
am
and experience that people prindepositors were -insured and all present day' building be lar
w•ard "good" implies. The com, one side and the boys who fought for divorce.
Maybe the state
Respectfully yours
cipally' want 'the 'local news. It latiOn.
depositors were paid their money eliminated. Also, -• it is cla'
gnity, his church, his, party in the army and navy - on the aught to file a suit of separation
costs at least $1,00 to corneae one
' James H. Richmond
immediately on sums up to $5,000. the cost of homes can and will/
iv MS good qualities and profitColumn of type, thars for the maThe other banks that were forced materially reduced.
ed ity his sterling character as
chine work. This does not include
out were such that had not availed
The type, speed and comfort•
as his, family. and intimate
the costs of gathering, editing_
themselves of the FDIC.
railroad trains is another revolu- well
proof-reading and handling local
This is an encouraging picture, tionary change which Mr. Sloap fri&ids.
Views, which is rather expensive. -.Some agitation here 'again for as compared with the stressing believes is earning rapidly. Already
local news makes a newspaper tle prohibition of. Sunday ,movies period-we struggled through ends new type trains are being used. _Jibe general rule is ;that a man
more interesting to its readers
Murray by City ordinance finds ing June 30. 1932.- when 2,430 in- in an, experimental way. The is about 86 big as the things that
and, consequently, more valuable
in the same position we were stitutions -folded up their tents" changing of this equipment in it- make him 'mad.,
to the advertisers. It's easy to fill ceiginally—that there is inherently and brought disaster to 'thousands
e newspaper if the editor doesn't no harm whatever in motion me- of depositors.
In March. • 1933. •
• particularly Care what goes in— t-Pre shows son -Siinclay and that President - Roosevelt took- ottfice
so long as it's cheap or doesn't -persona-interested in ;cleaning tip and _immediately did an unprecedcost anything at all . Incidentally: the town can find many social ented thing that will mark the
that's where the rub comes' in— abuses many times more harmful history of the Nation; he closed
deciding What should and should lftan greng W the.movies on Sun- every bank in the land, For the
not go in the'17ere for obviously day.
first time in our lives, people
everything can't
printed for
Sunday movies are now permit- were taught that a bank occupies
want of apace.
ted by state Ian and though we such an integral position in our
I have decided to move into the building vacated by the old TenBut to get back to' oKur subject ire not coestitutional lawyers we verY" existence that a few days'
Cent Store, to carry a specialty line of fancy notions and piece goods,
of what newspaper advertising is ere of the opinion that any such closure meant a collapse of orsilks,' woolens, trimmings, and high grade cotton goods, and catering
worth. We insist that cassia are ordinance passed in Murray- would ganized-business, It was an unto the ladies vvho do or have their sewing done at home, thereby keepdifferent depending on Content but be held - unconstitutional by the pleasant situation at the best, but
'costs have a national average and courts. We see no reason why the .just as necessary and sweeties} as
.ing the cast of making At hopte,
they have been gone into pretty AitY of Murray should make a test the Biblical purging of the Temple.
Will also tarry accessories, hose, handkerchiefs, pockets, etc.
.thoroughly by the National Edi- ca* to the court appeals for the The sick banks were examined and
-toriaj, Association.
- benefit of any other towns in the either brought up to new standards
.Will have an un to date shoe department, handling the better grad,
In, its "N. E. A. Service Letter" state 'Met migh want to -prohibit or •eliminated,
shoes in your favorite brands. Proper fitting, guaranteeing satisfa(the organization again renews its Sunday thoiles. It would be ;an
Perhaps as never before, public
'argument for uniform advertising expensive procedure that this city confidehee in our banks and the
tory wear, will be our aim, with modern equipment. The building will
rates based on circulation and pro- would,have ,to carry alone.
laws and regulations by which
be refitted ror this line.
- ductlen costs.
There .are many worse. more they are governed has been reThe following comment is made: worldly. mare harrhild places to stored to the heights. This conNow I have planned to give the people a real treat in supplying
"Advertising rates are a tradi- go on Sunday than to the picture structive accomplishment has laid
from my present stock and shipments of staple white goods just being
tion; they • predate far from the show and Many people right here the foundation for business rereceived to complete the stock, things you will need for spring—Sewing
wledge of the publisher of to- in Murray go to such places every covery. If every other project of
Sheeting, Pillow Tubing, Prints, etc., at great savings. Threads, bindthose oldest in newspaper Sunday. They went before we teed the
Roosevelt
Administration
ings, Buttons, and everything you need.
service will remember their rates Sunday movies and they are goMg should fail the American people
were no more firmly -ettablished since we have had Sunday movies. we a debt of gratitude to it for
OUR PRESENT STOCK OF SILKS WILL BE DISPOSED OF AT
when they entered the industry
We,have no criticisM of anyone tRie; one,;great step in sound .busiVERY LOW PRICES
than they now are. When-these who sbelievet Sunday movies are ness'aprinciples.—Shelby News.
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Bad Money

Notpd Speakers for Farm and Home
Convention at Lexington January 22-25
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January White Sale
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and

Removal Sale Combined!
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Customers
Our Coal /
Are Satisfied Customers

WHY?

WARNING.

BECAUSE: They know that we handle only the
best coal we can buy---tive best grades
of West Kentucky and East Tennessee
coals.
BECAUSE They know we send them the right coal
for their heating equipment.

•

TAXPAYERS
'You are hereby warned that only a few Vveelei rtmain until penalties go
- cth your State and County Taxes.

After FEBRUARY 28, 1935
Less than seven weeks remain in which to make arrangeme,nts for
your taxes.ancl,sve feel assured that there will be no extenslpn pf time.
THIS IS THE LAST NOTICE YOU WILL LIKELY RECEIVE CON...CERNING YOUR TAXES BEFORE THE PENALTY.
-The- courrty-needs ftincts for operation and everS-tipe its urged tepak
his taxes as soon as possibje. Thanking You,

'ob...

Carl B. Kingins, Sheriff
,g

BECAUSE: They know our coal has high analysis
assuring them high heat unit, low ash,
less smoke, less clinkers.
BECAUSE: They know we maintain a prompt and
efficient delivery service—and full
2,000 pounds to the ton.
BECAUSE: They know we will-do everything in
0110 Vewer to please them, thus keeping
our customers SATISFIED.
'

When

you need Coal just

fone 64—,

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY .

A SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTION ON ALL SHOES

NOW IN STOCK

"'

In the basement at the CORNER STORE you will find Big Smith
Overalls in well assorted sizes; and Duck Head Overalls, all brand new'
stock at $1.21 and $1.25.
All Work Shoes, Clothing and Piece'Goods are marked down, to
close put.
_
You have gotten around the corner,
Will you redeem your honor?
I borrowed the money to bellyou out,
Shall I lose it now, while you could pay it
somehosef
If I lose it myself, there
Is nothipt left but burdens heft.
For forty years I have fought the fight.
With all my might to treat you right.
I have worked by day and by night,
I have been behind most of the- time,
Because I have taken burdens,
That should have not been mine.
New New Year has come with days,
Lengthening, but not mine.
off
I annot quit. I have lost my wit,
But it i not me to stop and sit. '
.vvar you help me now, as I helped .yes dies

Independent Merchant's
• Prayer
=

By TURNER

padted up to move the other day.
I toned many things to throw away;
Things shop-worn that had been stqred away;
They were stylish in their day.
Ah. I found your account, 1 say,
ilhought your promise good
When I had It away;
It was an areemmodation anyway.
You have forgotten, no not yon.
It it because I do not sue:
But if I had I might have sent,
Good money after bad went.
Happy days are here again. and
Yea have gotten out ,øf the tam

• •

Amen!

T. O. TURNER

(Incorporated)

M. L WHITNEL., Manager
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and happiness.
'and an Informal social hour will
They are at borne to 'friends follow.
at the Chapman residence in North
Please notify T. H. Stokes,
Dexter.
Luther Robertson, C. A. Hale. or
Rev. 0. A. Marrs.
• • • • •
Training School Mothers
Club Meets
Miss Snook And Mrs. Hart
Have Bridge Guests
The Training School Mothers
Club met in the fifth grade room
Miss Suzanne Snook and Mrs.
Friday afternoon.
Geo. Hart entertained at bridge
Copy or this pans should be submitted pet later than Tuesday
Mrs. Joe Lovett presided and on Thursday evening at the home
aillbernoon each week.
called for New Year's Resolutions of the latter.
from all which led to interesting
High score prize went to Miss
Miss Bertle Manor
Nadine Overall and second high
First Christian Church. The on y discussions on being a mother.
Mrs. F. D. Mellen gave the-talk to Miss Lillian Watters.
Goes To Peabody
attendants were Mr. and Mrs. J.
A lovely plate was served.
C. Calhoun, of Murray, and the of the afternoon, a review of
Miss Bertie Manor, first grade single ring ceremony was used.
"Bridging the Gap Between Our
Playing were:
critic teacher of the Training
Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Miss Nadine
Mrs. Sullivan is a graduate of Knowledge of Child Being and
School of Murray State College, Lynn Grove High school
and at- Our Care of the Young," by Prof. Overall, Miss Naomi Maple, Mrs.
left for George Peabody College, tended Murray State College. Mr. Henry Herbert Goddart of Ohio R. E. Broach, Mrs. Norman McNashville, Tenn., January 1.
Gravel,
Sullivan
was graduated
from State University. It was splendid Kenzie, Miss Margaret
Miss Manor came to Murray Augusta Tilghman High
Mrs. Chas. Hire, Miss Floy RoWschool in and very helpful.
State College in 1924 and has been the class of 1933 and
Miss Sara Marrs and Billy Pol- bins.
is an employe
teaching in the grade department of Meacham's. Paducah.
Mrs. N. M. Atkins, Miss Tennie
lard. students of MSS Lillian Watsince that time. She obtained her
_Mr, anti Mrs. Sullivan... ace at tes, played beautiful pianss num-. Breckinridg,. Mrs. Harry Br
of --absence-ter 'twits seaters home at Seventh, and
bers.
Miss Carrie Allison, Miss Lillian
Harrison. to do work toward a Master's de- streets, Paducah.
The first grade won the picture Watters, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson,'Mrs.
gree.
for January.
Carlisle
Cutchin, Mrs. Herbert
Miss Jane Oliver is filling the liming Club Meets With
Refreshments were served by a Drennon.
vacancy in the first grade du
committee composed of Mrs. Chas.
Mn, Carnie Hendon
the absence of Miss Manor.
Hire, Mrs. Wade Crawford, Mrs. Mrs. Kart Frazee Has
Oliver. of Corning. Ark., is a grad.Mrs. Carnie Hendon entertained Walter Jones, and Mrs. Carman
Bridge Guests
uate of Iowa State Teachers Col- the Sew and So Sewing Club Graham.
Mrs. Karl Frazee entertained
lege, with an A. B. degree. She Thursday, January 3, with
a
Miss Naomi Maple poured cofreceived her M. A. degree from bunco party.
,fee at a large table which was with a couple of bridge parties at
Columbia University, New York
Light refreshments were served. pretty with a lace cloth, burning her home on Thursday evening
and Friday afternoon.
City, New York.
Those present included:
tapers, and a 'floral- centerpiece.
The spacious rooms were moat
Miss Oliver comes to Murray
Ws. Jesse Hill, Mrs. Joe GlasForty-five were present.
• • •• •
inviting.
State College from Columbus, Ky., gow, Mrs. Tom Tsirner, Mrs. Ottis
Mrs. Zelner Carter won high
where she has been teaching in Valentine, Mrs. Durrett Padgett,
Mrs. Joe Lovett had a small
the Lindaey-Wilson Junior Col- rd. Freed Cotham, Mrs. Verble group for bridge at her home Sat- score prize and Miss Lucille Wells
the low score on Thursday evenlege.
Yates, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Mrs. urday afternoon.
Clifton
Morris, Mrs. Christine
Mrs. B. 0. Langston had high ing.
A salad plate was served.
Farmer-Lassiter
Rudolph, Mrs. Nelson Miller, Mrs. score.
Those present were:
Max Churchill, and Mrs. Carnie
Marriage Announced
A salad plate was served.
Mrs. Zelner Carter, Miss Voline
Hendon.
Present were:
Announcement has been made
Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Miss Ten- Pool, Miss Clotile Pool, Mrs. Frank
this week of the marriage of Miss Card-Smith
Wedding
nie
Breckinridge, Miss Naomi Albert Stubblefield, Mrs. Wells
Opal Farmer to Hugh Lassiter
Announced
Maple, Mre. Zelner Carter, Mrs. Purdom, Miss Lucille Wells, Mrs.
which took place September 14,
•
Nat .Ryan Jr., Miss Floy Robbins.. Will Whitnell, Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr.,
in Brownsville, Tenn. The marMr. Chas. Elmo Sinith and Mrs.
Mrs. Karl Frazee, Mrs. Harry Miss Frances Sexton, Miss Maryriage had been kept seeret since Ethel Curd announce their secret
Sledd, Mrs. Geo. Hart, Miss Marg- leona Bishop.
that time. They were accompa- marriage of several months which,
eret Tandy, Miss Maryleona BishMrs. Vernon
Stubblefield Jr.,
nied by Miss Irene Sumner, Clin- was a pleasant surprise to their
op, Miss Clara. Rimmer, Miss Eliza- Mrs. Clifford Melugin, Mrs. Robert
ton.
•
any friends. The ceremony was beth Lovett,
and the host.
Holland, Mrs. Joe Lovett, Miss
The bride is the daughter of solemnized October 24 aftiMetrop• • • • •
Mary
Margaret
Holland, Miss
Luther W, Farmer, Southwest of arts, Illinois.
'The Laissez Faire Club had its Juliet Holton, Mrs. Marvin WhitMurray, and is a graduate of
The announcement
was held regular meeting Thursday after- nell, Mrs. Harry Sledd. Mrs. B. 0.
Murray High School. She later secret until Mrs. Smith,
residing noon with Mrs. Harry Broach.
Langston, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough.
attended Murray State College. in Murray. could return to
Dexter
The hours were spent informally Miss Margaret Tandy.
The bridegrOom is the son of Mr. to reside after the holidays.
• ••••
and a lovely plate served.
and Mrs. Albert Lassiter and is
Present were:
Mrs. Burdeshaw
Mrs. Smith is widely known •by
.now connected with his father at
a -host of friends and as a corHonored
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Mrs. Roy
the Scott-Lassiter Hardware Co.
They have apartments at the home respondent of "Dexter News" for Farmer. Mrs, Wells Purdom, Mrs.
was
Mrs.
Burdshaw
Eldon
Foreman Graham, Mrs. Geo. Hart,
of Mrs. .Mayme Randolph, West The Ledger & Times.
M. Smith is the son of the Mrs. Herman Doran. Mrs. slack honored with a birthday dinner
Poplar street.
late Philip Smith, a pioneer fam- Kennedy, Mrs. Zelner Carter. and Wednesday, January 9, at the home
of her mother. Mrs. W. T. Jones
ily of Calloway county. Mr. Smith the host.
Bialock-Sallivan Wedding
of near Kirksey.
is
an
industrious
farmer
of
DexSolemnised December 30 ,
Those present: .
ter and a well known barber. He Lhiseez Fare Club Has
Mrs. T. D. Harris and daughter
The marriage of Miss Theorah is also a native of Calloway county
Supper
Molvena, Mrs. Irve Brewer and
Blalock, of Murray, and Wayne and has many friends here.
The Laissez Faire Club had a daughter Inez. Mrs. Durwood Potts
Sullivan, son of Mr. and ,Mrs, C. ,,Mrs. Smith was attired in green
Mrs. Opal Johnsdh, Mrs. Clara
L. Sullivan of 227 North Seventh crepe with 15Iack pand silver ac- buffet supper party during the latter part of the holidays at the Palmer Mrs. Flora Failess, Mr
street. Paducab. was solemnized at cessOries.
twelve o'clock Sunday. December
They have received many con- home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hart. and Mrs. G. M. Potts and sons.
The Yuletide decorations, were Sherwood and Gene, Mr. and Mrs.
30, in the home of the Rev. E. B. gratulations and the Ledger &
Members and Jim Story,
Motley, pastor of the
Murray Times join in wishing them suc- very attractive.
Mrs. Housdon, Mrs. Shelton, Mrs
guests received gifts which were
Harrell, Miss Della Smith, Mrs.
distributed from a tree.
Sanders,
The program was cleverly work- Gra Sanders, Mrs. Etta
Mrs. George Marine, Mrs. Nina
ed out.
After serving themselves in the Riley, Mrs. Parker Harrell, J. T
dining room the guests and mem- Dixon, Bob James. Mr. and Mrs.
bers found place cards at small L. E. Lockhart and daughter Mu-tables- in the oilier rooms. A de- teen. Mrs. W. T. James, Mrs. IfArkin
Burdeshaw, and son Pat, Mr. and
licious menu was served.
Mrs. Ben Cain and son Toe.
Those present were:
• ••• •
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Corn, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Farmer, Mr. and French Clubs At College
Plan Benefit Bridge Party
Mrs. Harry Broach. Mr. and Mrs.
Wells Pin-dom. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Les Camarades Francais and Les
Kennedy.
--7,
Savants, French clubs at the colMr. and Mrs. Foreman Graham,
lege,. are sponsoring a joint benefit
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Miss Oneida
14M1
1111
Ir,
bridge party Friday evening in the
Wear, Mrs. Zelner. Carter, Mrs.
usitair.
Men's Dormitory. Proceeds will
Herman Doran, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
:
go toward purchasing a page in the
Hart.
'''' ,•;•.-_ -: "-27!,college annual. The Shield, for
..i.„ww
-"-..
c-_-_::)--.....- 77:,..
1
1 ..
,
4:=7::
.
these organizations.
Womans Club Meeting
2'
•
"
-...F?
;
* e.
r.'
,...
.
Miss Maryleona Bishop is sponJanuary Tenth
',ZIP;
-...
...C.
. -r7iVir•C
_ ''''&
sor for the clubs and in charge of
*,. ••.... rt
4.
.
(7,.....,,,,
,
er•Nar,,, :!,
,:The Murray 'Womaris Club will arrangements for the party. Last
...
-sn'tlikt. Vni::.
,
3.-1 •-41a nC:‘,
.-il /f-• ,,have its January meeting Thurs- year more than 100 persons par.-7-7
-1 ,
':' ..^
. it• ele• 6
'
..
day "afternoon, January 10. at the ticipated.
..... ...a ..,4!-,: .home of Mrs. C. S. Lowry with
Recent Bride Given
the Alpha Department as host.
-------.?
• •• • •
Miscellaneous Shower
Methodists To Have Supper
Mrs. Mike Farmer entertained
Methodists of the city are asked
Mrs. Myrtle Suiter Parker at her
to attend a supper in the church
home Monday afternoon at 2:30
recreation hall Thursday. January
o'clock
miscellaneous !
with
a
10. at 6:00 P. M. Charges are 25
shower.
cents per plate.
A. delicious ice course • was
Church plans are to he discussed
served.

•

The honoree was the recipient
many lovely gifts.
Guests present were:
Mrs.
Hafford
Parker.
Mrs.
Samuel Adams. Mrs. James Shelton, Mrs. Carroll Farmer, Miss
Inez Brewer, Mrs. Houston, Mrs.
Coy Robinson. Mrs. Ottis Valentine, Mrs. K. E. Thompson, Mrs.
W A. Steele, Mrs. George Steele,
Mrs. Leo Hendricks, Mrs. Shelby
Davis, Mrs. Lock Hargrove. Mrs.
Wayne Riley, Mrs. Dan Hart, Miss
Everette Stahl.

of

Missionary Society
Meets
The Woman's Missionary Sooiety of the First Christian church
met Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Gregg Miller with
Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Otry Paschall,
and Mrs. R. M. Pollard hosts.
Leader -Mrs. C. H. Redden.
- Subjeeti---,
:The East-at---Home-in
the West"
After a song the president held
a short business session.
Devotional, Mrs. B. G. Humphreys followed by a prayer by the
Rev. E. B. Motley.
The Japanese Church at Home",
Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
"The Japanese Church Work",
Mrs. E. J. Beale.
"At Home with the "Unouras",
E. B. Motley.
After the benediction delicious
refreshments were served,
Mr. And Mrs. Thomas Banks Jr,
Entertain With Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks Jr.,
entertained with a 6 o'clock dinner Sunday evening.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Redden,

PAGE THREE

"Uncle Charley" and Mrs. Smith
Married 50 Years Ago Tuesday
"Uncle Charley" and Mrs. Smith
quietly 'celebrated the 50th anniversary of theta wedding at their
wedding at their home on West
Main street here Tueattay. They
were married on January 8. 1885,
in Savannah, Tenn.
•
They have
been residents of
Murray for the past twenty-seven
years with the exception of about
6 years spent in Paducah when
Mr. Smith was assistant manager

of a wholesale Grocery. They returned to Murray in 1921 when
Mr. Smith was named manager of
the Murray Wholesale Grocery
upon its organization. He retired
a few years ago but recently entered the ladies ready-to-wear business here.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Smith have
a host of friends who extend congratulations and wish them many
happy returns.

Mr.

and Mrs. Burgess Parker Jr., Ahlie Lonnstrom, Murray; Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wa llis, ?dr. Mattie Lee Fry, CamdenakTenn.;
and Mrs. T. H. Banks, Mr. and Mrs. Laura Maloney, Obion7'Tenn.;
Mrs. Thomas Banks Jr.
Mrs. Myrtle Johnston Wall, Murray; Miss Velda Sanders. Buchanan, Miss_.Agathaginfled, _ McKinnon; Mrs. W. l Rimbro,

Hospital News

t

Patients admitted to the Mason
Hospital the past week:
Miss Gwendolyn Prince, Murray; Mrs. C. B. Fulton. Murray;
J. R. Wilkerson, Puryear; Mrs.
Nat Ryan Hughes, Murray; Miss
Ahlie Lonnstrorn. Murray; Mrs.
Gilbert Smith, Puryear; Ha?bld
Starks, Murray; Arthur Robinson.
Paris; Miss Crystal Day, Murray;
Mrs. W. H. Kimbro, Hamlin; Miss
Agatha Duffel, McKinnon, Tenn.;
George Dodd, Martin, Tenn.; Doris
Jean Rowland, Murray; Horace
Alderdice, Smithisind.
Patients
climissed
trom the
Mason Hospital the past week:
Doris Jean Rowland, Murray;
Mrs. P. A. Elkins. Buchanan; Mrs.
Nat Ryan Hughes, Murray; Miss

Almo High Sehool 1
The Almo Blue and White warriors defeated the Training School
basketball team Friday night of
last week. This is the first game
won this season. The score was
27-12. The boys are preparing
for the game with Faxon Friday
night, January 11. We are hoping to win this game.
The junior class has received the
books for its new play. The play
is entitled "Happy Valley," and
has four acts. It will bse given at
a near date.
The physiology.-class under the
supervision of Mr. Jones divided

LAI14.14,1
Ia
last six tveaks.
The losing side is to entertain the
winners one night this week. The
losing side has decided to give a
candy making at the school building. Two questions were given
each day and the side having the
Most points at the end of the six
weeks was considered the winner.
Much more interest was shown in
clazawork during this contest.
A number of our stucems moved
away at the close of last yeas but
as many new ones moved in.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURGH
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
Carter. superintendent. Attendance
last Sunday Was ten per cent
larger than the first Sunday in
1914. Let's keep this record for
the entire year.
Preaching at 10:45 A. M. and
Win Preach'at
7le P:
both services. Loren Putnam will
sing at the morning service.
Young People's discussion group
at 6:15 o'clock Sunday evening.
night
• Prayer meeting Wednesday
.,.. •
at 7:00 o'clock.
next
Board meeting
Official
Monday night at 7:19 o'clock.
Splendid service at Alm last
Sunday afternoon.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
E. B. Motley, Pastor.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to' the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Presenting First Fashions of the Spring
by NELLY DON

,o/

195
to

-THIS BEAUTIFUL 9x12 WOOL RUG

I

v, :.4.,:- .7.- ..z>p

7

SEE IT IN OUR WINDOW
To Be Given Away

Saturday,January 26
ABSOLUTELY FREE

NOPE —JUST
HAD IT CLEANED
THAT'S ALL

No. 531
sasomaso. 13.95

Nelly Dons Point
the Way to Spring:

No. 837—Ac•••
and acetate) $10.95
No. 634 —Lin•n.
basica trim . $5.95
No. 531— Imported
$3.95
gingham .

FIRST with their authentic style ...

the quality and exclusiveness of their
fabrics ... their superior fit ... their
outstanding values.

No.'733—So4t N.H.
efts knit . . . $7.95

No. 429
$2.95

No...429—S r p•d
$2.95
pique
No. 535—S f r ip
sanforized shirting.
$3.95.

COLOR, lots of it ... daring bold
plaids, stripes and checks galore ...
and the new pastels.

No. 326—Escl u•i••
Donelin print • $1 •95

COTTONS and linens in new peasant
effects ... from home and abroad.
Exquisite silks and synthetics, including a group of those ever-welcome
Nelda Crepes.

THE PLAN—For each and every dollar spent with
us or paid on account we will issue you a FREE
ticket which will give- you a chance to own this
beautiful rug FREE.

• •

No.837
$10.95

SEE THE NEW MERCHANDISE
AT RYAN'S

THAT WINTER HAT NEEDS
ATTENTION NOW!
After These Rainy Days

t Must Be a Square Deal at -

A hat is a too much noticeable part of your dress
to allow it to become shabby and dirty. If your hat
looks like you need. a new one, send it here to be
cleaned today. Our methods bring out the original
color a the felt and restore the stylish shape that
caught your eye when you bought it. We give 24hour service—bring your hat in today.

RYAN
'
S

Model Cleaners

More Than 50 Years of Honest Values

TELEPHONE 141 -

DRESSES, ensembles—yes, shorts,
too . . . that you can't afford to
do without whether you're a going
southern-or- ar staying northern-en
We invite you to "Just Try One On"
No. 325
•

Style Sbow Saturday evening,
January 12, 1935, 8:00 P. M.

BROOKS SHOPPE Mayfield, Ky.
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Annual One Act Plays- la Be
Held Monday, January 14th
The one act plays held each year
at Murary High School will be
given Monday. January 14.
The contest last year was won
by the junior class. Each class
has selected a one act' Play and
each i6 confident of winning.
The price of admission is 25c
for everybody, The Money goes
to the senior class for the annual.
The first play begins at 8 o'clock.
The program follows:
FRESHMEN
"Too Mach Of a Geed Time"
Mrs Perkins is a very precise
• Stepmother who does everything
by the strictest rules of "the best
society:* . The Perkinses are expecting a visit from Torn .Perkins.
---•*-coissatay.-esiasise-*le*. from Schuyler. the intended husband
et Jennie Cowper. another cousin
of the Perkins family. Torn is a
thorough " country backwoodsman
in speech and action but shrewd.
Mr. Perkins sees him first and
tells him he must salute all of his
female relatives with a kiss. Toni
tries to put his plan in execution
but fails. Turn is mistaken for
Schuyler and he mistakes Schuyler for a thief -.Ludicrous results
follow from both mistakes. Tom
horrifies Mrs. Perkins and amuses
everyone else by. his ..country
humor.
Cast:
Mr. Perkins. -Gene-- Dula
•
Torn Perkins, Henry Ful
Fred Schuyler, Max Miller
Mrs Perkins,- Miu-Via Clayton.'
Hattie Perkins. Mary E Crass,
Nellie Perkins. Martha Sue Key.
Eunice Bowles, Martha Lou Barber.
Jennie Cowper. Rebecca Robert-

Chevrolet Announces Two New Lines for 1935

eighth grade hygiene mid-agrfetillure. We are losing Nancy-Donelson, who is moving to Elm Grove,
and Virginia Morris. for the present is withdrawing on edvice from
the doator
because of nervous
trouble.—Thomas..lienslee.

Mra-- Ahuseendev-ippsea--the -week.

r.

end with her father, J.
Boatwright.
Mr. Bryan Nanny and family
Most everyone is back in school
reported a nice time st the birthand is eagerly working on any
day dinner Saturday at the home
task assigned. Lorene Wells of the
of .Gorge' Nanny..
junior cillss is still absent on acFred D. Bazzell spent ihe weekcount of her tonsils.
The Christmas news is late be- end with his mother of near Faxon.
We have just completed the first
semester tests and are starting cause we haven't sent in any news
since Christmas.
on the second semester.
Mrs. Story sponsored the 'ChristWe have two new high school
students and two junior high stu- mas program, and we want to say
it surely was a success. The students.
LEXINGTON. Ky., Jan. 3-Elvis
dents of the first and second
We are very sorry to lose Mr.
grades acted their parts as though J. Stahr, Jr., of Hickman, and F.
and Mrs. R. C. Grogan, who reC. Pogue, Jr., of Murray, today
cently left for Detroit. • Mr. Gro- they were high school pupils. A were selected to represent the
large crowd attended the program
gan was a member of the junior
and everyone complimented-it very state of Kentucky in the Rhdd
class and now has a position in
highly. The little tots looked go Scholarship competition in dis
Detroit. Mrs. Orpha Grogan was
neat and attractive and furnished trict 4 by the Kentucky selection
a member of the senior class and
a ,lot of fun for the audience. committee at a meeting in the ofwould have been valedictorian.
After the program, a community fices of Dr. Frank L. McVey,
The Megarians have a debrits
Christmas tree with gifts for all president of the University of
scheduled with the Hardin affirmKentucky and chairman of the
enloyed„,_
ative -team for January 17 here!, _was
The Negro minstrel sponsored by group:
,
and one with Hardin's negative
men
young
were
two
The
selectMiss Hazel Jcfnes was attended-by
team at Hardin February 13.
a graup of nine KentuckThe'Megarian affirmative team a large crtrsvel. The proceeds will ed from various
colleges, who were -`"
of
will debate the negative team go for books and extra curricular ians
making application to try for 'the
here Monday night, January 14. recreation.
scholarship at Oxford University
Everyone is invited to come.-*
at Cambridge„ England. in the tests
The first and second teams SA
to be given at Chicago Monday by
the basketball squad went to Lynn
committee for the fourth disthe
Grove Friday night.
The first' Monday moening and we have
trict, which embraces the states of
string won 2'7s20. Faxon held the 30 back
Everyone Kentucky, Michigan, Wisconsin,
in school.
lead
throughout the
tilt. The seems to be interested in their
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.
second team had the lead during work.
We are working on a play
the firs:. half but was defeated at that
we will give at the last of
the end of the game by a score of the school to
pay our way over
19-13.
to the state penitentiary just before
Saturday night both teams went school is out.
We take this opportunity to
to Kirksey but were defeated.
We are glad to have Miss thank our mariy. friends and relaWe play the Training School arid,
Dortha Guerin to start to school tives for --lReir faithful service
Almo this week end.
this morning.
Isormie Mae El- during the five...weeks and three
Class of 1940
kins did not leave us Christmas day's illness and death of our
We are getting along nicely for and we are glad to have her dear aunt. Marjorie (Folwerl) Mcthe beginning of the second semes- back with us.
Bride. We also thank Dr. Hale.
ter, and have two new members,
May God's richest blessings be
The young people enjoyed a nice
Marshall Gantt from Flint Valley party given by Roy Scott last with one and all is our prayer.—
and Elvin Garland from Russell week.
Mr. and Mrs. Denton Folwell and
Chapel. making an enrollment of
R. K. Guerin and family spent all the other nieces and nephews.
29 members. We have had our Sunday afternoon with Mr. Wave!
class divided for the seventh and Boggess.
It Patin to Head the Classifteds

F. C. Pogue Named
In Rhodes Group

Tliterips road slid* the bee*,
eadetale alangelic's nrs Darter
Do boo mks kr ISM
partarraose art
era.
tan aim Onnialids
aro

aim mere the
altiMP*

Amoinver

the
=r;l—itl
-710•1
1".
=age behind the rear seat

Right! Prost view at Vim Mow

De Laze Coupe, shouting asassioree
and graceful has.. Deicer. The
Sedan m.el is the New Stabodeed
len*, which, powered by the timeot-en Masts/ engine, combines
perforation with its smartnew and etyie.

Another attractive model in the New
standardis ear -Coupe pietiactt
Illwasaas.......
bade sad
.
clu•as r
wati the Mame aealae.uwte to
mat, those can wateteadme velum

in the wirent-prieed field

•

Russell's Chapel

Card of Thanks

Rollie. Magalene Cavit+

Typicai otChevrolet's two new She °fears are the models
trated here. TLf Master De Luxe series reveals strong emphasis an beauty and style. Mechanic
ally. the-Master De Lune series and the New Standard seeks have muah in common, including the Master engine, in which numerout refinements have her"
made to enhance parlintrannes. durability and asesiamr-,-410 these pictures reveal, the New Master De Luxe departs distinctly from provicsisChevro' t ir
the striking advance libido-Ma tem made inbody design and trim.

SOPHOMORES ,
"The led Lamp".4•
The old aunt has cantro1 of
the money and wants title niece to
marry money and won't let the
nephew go to South America unthe niece is 'sof9y married.
The Red Lamp
placed in the
window ?as a eegnal for three different peoples' A general mixup is
caused when each of the three
thinks thid the signal is for them.
They fool the aunt . by coming in
disguise but she won't . . .
Crist •
,
.Matilda Deering. Dot Currier.
j
- Harold Deering . Tarn M. Wil. hams.
s'
Alice Deering. Mary F. Farmer.
Archie Clark. Ames Thurmond.
Bill Worth, Jimmie Hart_
Annie °Shane. Jane Sexton.
JUNIORS
"W4en The Wile Is Away
It seemed a good joie to Walter and his pal when a' strange
woman dropped in claiming to be
Clleopatria! But it wasn't so funny; when wife phoned shed'missed
the train and a-as on her way
home.
•

Faxon High News

The aunts arrive, and
scheme
the fun waxes fast and
furios.tl
Cast
Beth Greening. le Robertson.
Aunt Hortense. Lyda Sue Hart.
Aunt Claris& Margaret Overbey.
Mr. Duene. Morris Adair.
,
Johnnie Bender. _Hollis Fair.'
Jimmie Greening. John T. Irvan.

Kirksey Hi News,
.The,mid-term examinauons were
in session last Thursday and Friday. Some students were fortunate, enough to make an average of "B" in all subjects end
were exempted from all examina-

tions.' Thole students having to

and Ruby Jones.
We will try to have plenty of enGrade five: Marcile Riley. Anna tertainment
and invite'everyone
Lou Hanley and Anna Pearl Mc
to come.
The Federal system of tobacco
• Grade six: Pat Carson, Doris
Ezell. James Hayden Washer. _Neva grades will be the first topic of
Mae Sanders, Hugh Palmer and discussion in the Farmers Evening
school on Thursday night.
Mr.
Charles Hayden Marine.
Grade eight: Imogene Dulaney. Venable.. teacher of agriculture, is
the
schOol.
Every
Dorothy Sue Marine, Evelyn Dell sponsoring
Paschall, Harry Douglass, Alice farmer is urged to attend for we
James, G. W. Edmonds. Geraldine nope to make this the most sibccessful school we have ever bad.Hurt. Hilda Mae Johnson.
We are very sad that Alton
were
all sorry to see Clysta Jones has dropped
We
out of school.
Swift, an eighth grade student, We
certainly miss him.
leave.
Coming! The big games of th,c
The seventh grade was greeted
7
_
with a new .student which was season.
Let's go to Brewers Friday night
Charles Martin.
New students in Mrs Tucker's January 11, and watch the Nroisias
room are: Joe Workman. Raymon'
Martin. Billy Martin. Ira Martin.
Utopian Society Olives Program:.
The Utopian society will entertain with a chapel .program on
Friday ramming, JanuarY• 11. The
ithii iii-forows: •!

take examinations have started
with great determination to make
the - next- semester more successful.
Those exempted from all exams
are: Maurine Rogerl MaryssEjSzas_
Cast:
beth Johnson. Dorothy 'Nell Stark.
' Walter earlton, Howard Boone. Ste/la Ray, Elizabeth Lawson. Pat
Song. Page 103.
Joan Carlton_ Neva G. Langs- McCuistors John Jeckson, Buford • Bible _Reading Lillian Pierce.
ton.
Hurt.' Vernon Wilson. and Clovis • Prayer, Mr. Venable.
ria....41 There were .several- oth- „ 'Who Is WYM- tin Utopian SoJohn Miller. 'Jimmie Bailey,
Marie Nositon, Helen Johnston_ ers who lacked only one subject. ciety; Elizabeth •. Lawson. •
cleopatria. Mary Lou. Gibbs.
The honor roll for thc past
Trio. Ormal-1.ee Palmer,. Dorothy
Dr. Killen, W. C. Elkins.
week is as follows:
Nell Stark, .and Imogene Ihtlaney.
....SENIORS
Jokes. Wilford Dunn.
First grade: Lynda Faye Dasnell.
"Squaring It With The Bow* Edwin Earl Pierce.- Chettie
Harp and, Guitar Duet, James
Jones,
Two maiden _.aunts. who hate Martha Fulton.
Pierce and Clovis Baztell.
R. L Dowdy.
each other. are coming to visit a
Second grade: Joe BazzelL Her- Reading. Mil, Huie.
young couple.' To crown the mudMusic, Johh
Jackson and Clovis
.
man
Wilson. Jeanne Tucker.
dle-the hero s _boss telephones to
Barrett- - • -.
grade: Pauline •Jones,
Third
say that he will drop in for dinRemarks, Mr., Venable.
ner to see the baby. There is .no Eugene Stone, Albeet Stone. Freda
•••
baby and there- should- be because Mae Lassiter.
The Kentuckian Society will
it has been used as reason for an
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Important Announcement
To the Ladies of Murray and Calloway County

We Cordially Invite You to Visit
and Inspect Murray's Newest

Ladies Ready-to-Wear Store
A Complete Line of

DRESSES

UNDERWEAR
ACCESSORIES

HOSIERY

win another game.
Saturday night. January 12, Cuba
meets the Eagles in the Kirksey
auditorium. Cuba is counted as
one of - Graves county's strongest
teams. Everybody come and see
what we can do for them.
Next is the BIG GAME—Calvert
City comes to Kirksey January 18.
We must win that game. so come,
bobst your team. Everyone likes
a good game and now is the time
to see it—Jan. 18. Don't forget!
Henderson county farmers had
15.000.tons of surplus hay. including lespedeza straw, most of which
was sold cooperatively.

Nothing
Artificial
About the Average of the Murray Loose
Leaf Floor for the Opening Day
or ANY OTHER DAY
ALL the tobacco brought in was placed on the
floor for SELLING. We made no efforts such as
holding poor grades off the floor or made special
inducements for known good crops.

NO SALES—We will have no periodic sales. Air sale started January
1, 1935, and will continue straight through until January 1, 1936.

Vapori:.es at lowest temperature—quick warm•up—
minimum choking.

Out-Climbs
Highest anti•knock rating
offered for land service
—no carbon knocks.

ever

Out-Powers
Complete vaporization produces ail power—no dragging
—less crank-case dilution.

THE MURRAY LOOSE LEAF FLOOR took ALL
tobacco brought in through regular means of solicitation and sold it PROPERLY and FAIRLY FOR
ALL.

OUR AVERAGE—
for the second and third days—WE LEAD in the
HIGHEST AVERAGE. Which means that the
Murray Loose Leaf Floor is in the tobacco selling
business and is securing for the farmers of Calloway and adjoining counties the best prices possible.

Has the highest specifica•
dons ever applied to, motor,
gasoline.

Murray GarmentCo.
-First National Bank Bldg.

CROWN
ETHVL

Out-Ahead
Virtually gum•free—no
gummy or sticking valves to
cause loss of power.

WE ARE NOT SHOWMEN

FOR YOUR MOTOR

AND USE NO ARTIFICIAL OR QUESTIONABLE
MEANS IN SECURING AVERAGES.

WE'RE NOT BOTHERED
about how the average will be Over the first ten
days as a whole. So before choosing your floor,
STUDY THE MARKET AND DECIDE FOR YOURSELF who is securing the best DAY TO DAY averages.

STANDARD OH-COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY
L—...,101=111••••••2.1,

1-15Z
1 1lenge, beautiful aim moni in

oultrio,r

South Fifth Street
, Just Off Square
Free Stalls and Sleeping Quarters
Competent Handlers and Weighers

Enioy the distinction of this fine iotel at extremely low cost.
Single s15° Double $25° without Both
0 with Bath
Single t2°° Double $3
'
NEWLY OPENED -THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER akonditioned, alwafs 75

•

COME IN AND EXAMINE OUR COMPLETE LINE AND PRICES

THE new AEROTYPE CROWN
ETHYL is way out ahead in performance...
Positively a new fuel—unlike and amazingly
superior to any gasoline heretofore sold...
One tankful, unmixed with any other fuel,
will prove that it outclasses any gasoline you
have ever used. A mixture will not produce
the best results. You be the judge...No
increase in price—sells for only two cents
a gallon more than Crown Gasoline.

Out-Starts

Out-Classes

BUT

After first day—four days lead in average.

Everything Carr
-TO:in LADIES'READYTO WEAR

•
•

Your.Tobacco Given Individual
Attention

Murray Loose Leaf Floor

West Main Street

OTEL

BUVNIE FARRIS, Manager

SEELBACH _ I

My Old Kentucky Home in Loukvi le
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